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PREFACE 
A study of late Baroque and Rococo music for the transverse 
flute and the recorder offers a rare insight into not only musical 
trends, but also social and cultural tendencies as welL. The grad~ 
ual replacement of the recorder by the transverse flute is one of 
the more striking examples of the changes in musical taste which 
were taking place during the first 60 years of the 18th century@ 
The music written for these two instruments is also of value in 
that it reflects a cross-section of the entire musical output of 
the period. Because the great as well as the lesser composers 
wrote freely for the transverse flute and the recorder, a collec-
tion of their music is representative of the century as a whole 
and is not confined to one type of composer , or to any particular 
form of composition. 
The two instruments were used with equal frequency until 
about 1740, at which time the transverse flute had almost complete-
ly usurped the popularity of the older flauto dolce . The recorder 
was unable to compete with the transverse flute in the ability to 
express emotion , a characteristic which was so necessary to the 
aesthetic principles of the Rococo . A "division of labor" came 
into existence: the transverse flute became the instrument of the 
aristocracy , of the professional , even the virtuoso, while the 
recorder passed into the hands of amateurs and people of inferior 
status. We will show in the course of our argument some of the 
qualities of each instrument which contributed to these circum-
stances. 
ii 
In addition to the contrast in expressive ability between 
the transverse flute and the recorder, other factors, such as 
fingering systems and acoustical properties, influenced the choice 
of one or the other for a particular composition. Many times it 
was entirely possible for either instrument to play a given part, 
but key, range, and technical demands of the part were always 
better suited to one or the other. 
The scope of this thesis has been limited to the examina-
tion of solo sonatas, trio sonatas, duets for two melodic instru-
ments without bass, and quartets (that is, compositions for three 
melodic instruments and continuo). This limitation was decided 
upon because the transverse flute and the recorder were intrin-
sically suited to the more intimate chamber music idiom which 
enjoyed such a blossoming at this time. 
The subject has been further limited to German chamber 
music because of its high quality in contrast to French and Italian 
compositions of the period. Italian composers were more interested 
in string music and the French were obsessed by the ultra-fashion-
able Rococo style. Moreover, the German style can be said to be 
a fusion of the best qualities of both the French and Italian 
styles, strengthened by solid Germanic chordal and contrapuntal 
iii 
tendencies. Music produced at various courts throughout the Ger-
man states represent some of the best ensemble compositions of the 
century~ German music may be said to have more significance in 
the light of the eventual supremacy of German composers later 
during the Classical and Romantic periods. 
Accordingly, this thesis will first examine briefly the 
historical and stylistic background of the perioi selected (1700-
1770) and the relation of the transverse flute and recorder to 
this background. We will then turn to the physical characteristics 
of the instruments as they existed ,during this time and discuss the 
influence of their separate idiosyncracies on the music itself. 
This will be followed by a discussion and formal analysis of select-
ed representative compositions for transverse flute or recorder with 
other instruments to illustrate the variety of styles and forms em-
ployed in the chamber music of this time which will in turn take 
into consideration the treatment of the transverse flute or the 
recorder, its importance, and its relation to the other partse A 
summary will indicate certain trends and conclusions made as a re-
sult of this study. 
I wish to take this opportunity to thank both Dr. Geiringer 
and Mr. Hasson for their suggestions and assistance in the prepara-
tion of this thesis. 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS 
Music of any given period in history may be regarded either as 
a continuation of past or a presage of future development - some 
individuals carry on lines of development laid down by predecessors 
(synthesizers), some experiment with new lines (experi mentalists). 
1 In his theory of periodicity of music history, Henry Leland Clarke 
states that each so-called "period" is divided into three parts -
beginning (experimental), middle (established) and end (elaborate); 
the elaborate phase of one tends to overlap the experimental phase 
of the next. Perhaps at no other time was this overlapping of 
style periods so extensive as during the first half of the 18th 
century. The years 1700-1770 may be viewed in two broad aspects 
(with these in turn overlapping each other) - 1700-1750 as a late 
stage of the Baroque and 1720-1770 as an early stage of the Classi-
cal era. It was a period of great fluctuation and diversity; 
"perhaps no half-century has seen such radical alterations in 
ideals, in methods, both creative and interpretative, and in the 
relations between musicians and the outer world . "2 
111Toward a Musical Periodization of Music," Journal£! 1h! 
American Musicological Society, Spring, 1956. 
2 Fuller-Maitland, J.A~ ~Age£!~~ Handel. Oxford 
History£! Music. Vol. IV, p. 1. 
2 
1700-1750 A!~ Late Stage~ !h! Baroque. 
While it was Bach and Handel who brought the Baroque to 
full fruition and represented the "elaborate" or end phase of the 
era, most early 18th century music contained elements of this style. 
The Baroque was dominated by Italian ideas and the influence con-
tinued well into the 18th century; by 1750 the "music of Europe had 
become an international language with Italian roots." 3 The element 
of contrast or dualism was an essential part of the Baroque idea, 
probably its most important characteristic. There was conflict and 
tension between "the centrifugal forces of freedom of expression 
and the constructive forces of discipline and order in a musical 
composition." 4 This dualism was evident in the Baroque treatment 
of rhythm and in the use of the concertato style, to name two ex-
amples. 
At the very center of Baroque musical expression was the 
"doctrine of temperaments and affections." Musical thought of the 
period "was first and foremost concerned with rendering and trans-
lating into music the temper, disposition or frame of mind, passions, 
and mental reactions characteristic of man." 5 Thus the Baroque com-
poser did not seek to express his own individual feelings, but to 
represent a "basic affection" in a composition; and true to the 
3Grout, Donald J. ! History of Western Music, p. 268. 
4 Ibid., p. 271. 
5Lang, Paul Henry, Music ~Western Civilization, p. 436. 
--
3 
Rationalistic philosophy of the later Baroque, these affections 
"were not communicated haphazardly or left to individual intui-
tion, but were conveyed by means of a systematic, regulated vocab-
ulary, a common repertory of musical figures or devices." 6 The 
sound ideal of the era was a firm bass and a florid treble, held 
together by unobtrusive harmony, an ideal embodied in the thorough-
~ or basso continuo . The basso continuo produced a style of 
counterpoint quite different from that of the Renaissance - a har-
monically governed counterpoint, whose melodies were subordinated 
to the harmonic scheme. With the underlying harmonies so clear, 
dissonance and chromaticism became much more freely used; by the 
late Baroque composers were able to employ both within the frame-
work of a thoroughly worked-out and perfected harmonic system. 
"After the middle of the 18th century, when the system of harmonic 
relationships had become so firmly established that there was no 
further need to make it explicit by continually sounding the basic 
chord progressions, the basso continuo was discarded."? 
These Baroque elements continued to be evident up to approx-
imately 1750. Though often modified or disguised by a lighter, 
more frivolous manner in the music of composers in the "newer" 
styles, they continued to manifest themselves until they gradually 
"faded out" into the Classical ideal. 
6Grout, Donald J., £E• £!!., p. 271. 
7 Ibid., P• 275. 
4 
1720-1770 ~~Early Stage£[ Classicism. 
The second aspect of the period under consideration, the 
"experimentalist" or pre-Classical phase, had its beginnings dur-
ing the first quarter of the century. Two general styles were 
evident within this period, the rococo or style galant, and the 
empfindsamer Stil . Rococo art, which originated in France after 
the death of Louis XIV (1715) and extended until the latter part 
of the reign of Louis XV, "presented the world with the most 
light-hearted, amoral, and beautiful entertainments ••• filled with 
smiles, sighs, philosophy, conversation, and the delicate tinkling 
of the clavecin; ~it was, sensuous, pleasure-loving, connoisseur, 
artistic, and sinful to the bottom of its heart."8 The essence of 
the style galant being entertainment, all musical emphasis shifted 
to the melodic line, but a line often obscured by excessive repeti-
tiona and ornaments. The emotional content of such music was typi-
fied in the aim of the song composer, Valentin Gorner, which was 
"to write engaging, charming, jocular, graceful, enamoured, and gay 
tunes." 9 
Whereas the style galant was an aristocratic art, the 
empfindsamer Stil "was an affair of the middle class; it was the 
10 
style bourgeois." This "sensitive style", which came into its 
8 Lang,~· cit., p. 532. 
9Geiringer, Karl, !h! ~Family, p. 301. 
10 Grout,~· cit., P• 416. 
5 
own somewhat later in the century and was chiefly associated with 
German artists, sought to simplify and to express the sentiments 
of the individual soul (as opposed to the more abstract use of the 
Baroque affections). 
Both of these styles were outgrowths of the Baroque tendency 
to concentrate all musical interest in the two outer voices, but in 
the new styles, the bass lost its independence and became a mere 
background for the melody, and the inner voices hardly existed at 
all. By mid-century, the ease and elegance of the Rococo was gener-
ally combined with the expressive quality of the empfindsamer ~ 
and the two styles were gradually absorbed completely into the 
11 Classical style. 
Germany - !h! Nation~ its Music. 
"Germany" as a political entity did not exist until 1871. 
During the years 1700-1770, Germany was not a nation, but a com-
posite of hundreds of independent and autonomous principalities 
and city republics. The 18th century, in spite of ever-present 
political feuds, witnessed the recovery of these German states from 
the grievous wounds of the ~0 Years' War. The improved adminis-
tration of frugal resources under Frederick Wm. I (r.1712-40) and 
Frederick II, "The Great" (r.1740-86) created at least some stabil-
ity of living conditions. New industries began to develop, with 
11 Ibid., p. 416-417. 
6 
Hamburg and Bremen participating in some of the Atlantic trade. 
In this modest setting German cultural activities unfolded in a 
surprising manner. Leibniz, one of the truly great German 
thinkers, had become, by the end of the 17th century, one of the 
leaders of the movement known as the Enlightenment. German intel-
lectuals absorbed with enthusiasm this new philosophy of reason 
and the gospel of the perfectibility of man. In contrast to the 
French, however, the Germans retained their interest in religion, 
Protestantism in the North, Catholicism in the South. 
Musically, the struggle to achieve a national style began 
in the years following the 30 Years' War. The music of the Church, 
which had survived the War, became the dominant form of musical 
expression. For a time all other musical activities centered around 
the courts which the princes of each state maintained; and the am-
bition of most rulers was to follow the pattern set by Louis XIV. 
Each minute palace became a reproduction of Versailles, with Italian 
opera performed by high-salaried, famous Italians in private thea-
ters for invited guests. During the first half of the 18th century, 
the growing prosperity of the maritime centers, such as Bremen and 
Hamburg, greatly encouraged the cultivation of music. This was 
particularly true of the latter city, which was famous for its organ 
music, maintained a considerable colony of English musicians and was 
the scene of the first German opera (1678-1738). Musical activities 
spread to the middle classes, and the modern concert, open to the 
public, had its beginnings . 
7 
In the latter part of the century Germany became a "melting 
pot" for all the diverse styles in existence during the period, 
solidifying and unifying the elements into the Germanic style which 
was to reign supreme from the time of Haydn to the death of Brahms. 
The 18th century was a truly cosmopolitan age, and German composers 
were perhaps best fitted for being the "synthesizers" of their 
times, situated as they were between France and Italy {the two 
stylistic poles of the time) and able to build on a solid harmonic 
and contrapuntal base tthe contrapuntal texture having been carried 
over from the German Renaissance, and the harmonic basis having 
been developed during the Baroque). 
Chamber Music. 
The intimate practice of music for small ensemble was an 
accepted part of daily life throughout the 18th century. Every 
aristocratic and royal household considered musicians an indispen-
sable part of the staff, and chamber music served as entertainment 
or as a background for pageants, banquets and other social func-
tions. The close association of chamber music with the aristocracy 
persisted throughout the century, and theorists of that era made 
it clear that this form of music was envisioned amid aristocratic 
surroundings. However, the small expense involved in the produc-
tion of chamber music made it possible for the middle-class music 
lover to enjoy such entertainment at home or in the coffee house. 
It was a common practice for young gentlemen of that time, meeting 
8 
in someone's home for an evening's amusement, to perform chamber 
music of various sorts, often their own compositions. Groups of 
students who gathered for such purposes formed what was called a 
collegium musicum; the model for these collegia was the organiza-
tion founded by Johann Friedrich Fasch in Leipzig in 1707.12 This 
institution was an important link with the future, for it paved the 
way for the public concert. However, until well into the 19th cen-
tury, chamber music was a private rather than a public form of mus-
ic. "In a day when every cultured person played an instrument and 
professional musicians played several, chamber music provided the 
natural outlet for their activities. Every home of any size or 
pretension to culture harbored a chamber-music group." 13 
The 18th century conception of just what constituted "cham-
bar music" was somewhat different from the modern one. B-efore the 
advent of the public concert, the term was used to distinguish mus-
ic intended for domestic use as opposed to music for the church or 
theater. Intimate vocal as well as instrumental compositions could 
be considered as chamber music; works for small orchestra were also 
in this category, because they too were for a private audience and 
were often performed in the "chamber" of a noble. The sense of 
balance was also different; as long as the thorough-bass technique 
prevailed, equality of parts was no prerequisite. There was a good 
12Rowen, Ruth, Early Chamber Music, P• 8. 
13Ulrich, Homer, Chamber Music, P• 5. 
deal of flexibility in the choice of instruments and the style of 
performance, and the custom of doubling some parts in performance 
was sanctioned. 
The limitations of audience and place of performance pro-
duced certain musical consequences, making chamber music some of 
the best music produced during the century. The composer of this 
more intimate music did not have to concern himself with possible 
echoes and reverberations of a church or theater; he could deal 
with fleeting subtleties and more extensive modulations than in 
music involving large groups. 14 A statement from Koch's Musikal-
ische Lexicon (1802) bears this out: 
Since in chamber music the art ••• intended only 
to serve the private pleasures of the reigning prince 
or of the court, and since, besides, it is only per-
formed in a room and with one player to each part, 
the result of all these circumstances was that the 
older composers took greater pains with the art pro-
ducts of the chamber, nuanced them more finely, and 
assumed on the part of the performer greater techni-
cal finish than they considered appropriate in com-
positions for the church, or for the theater.15 
9 
Relation of !a! Transverse Flute ~ Recorder ~ the 18th Century. 
Both the recorder and the transverse flute have a long history 
of popularity as instruments of the "chamber." The intrinsically 
delicate tone and versatile nature of these instruments ideally 
suited them for musical performance of an intimate nature, in con-
14 Rowen, ~· cit., p. 5. 
10 
sorts of their own families and in combination with strings. 
The recorder was used in consort from its very beginnings; 
in Virdung's Musica getutscht (Rasle, 1511), the earliest docu-
mentary evidence for the existence of this instrument, a quartet 
of recorders is accurately illustrated; and a woodcut from 
Ganassi's "Opera intitulata Fontegara," of 1535, shows four re-
16 
corders accompanying singers. Elizabethan and Jacobean drama-
tists made extensive use of the recorder for incidental music, 
generally in "other-worldly" contexts, such as scenes of death, 
miracles or unearthly joy.17 Throughout the 16th century it was 
used with great frequency, both in consort and with other instru-
menta, in keeping with the new delight in instrumental timbre. 
It was during the 16th century that the transverse flute 
first began to be utilized in music of an artistic nature; previous 
to this time it had been primarily a military instrument, the fife. 
Virdung in 1511 mentions it only in this capacity, but by 1528 in 
Agricola's Musica instrumentalis deudsch, a whole family of trans-
verse flutes is described. 18 In a very famous early 16th century 
painting19 of three ladies about to perform the French part-song 
16Grove's Dictionary of Music, 5th ed., Vol. VII, p. 74. 
17 Rowland-Jones, A., Recorder Technique, p. 3-4. 
18
sachs, Curt, History of Musical Instruments, p. 314. 
19Anonymous, probably of the Flemish School; from the 
Harrach Collection in Vienna. Reproduced in Geiringer, Karl, 
Musical Instruments, frontispiece. 
by Claudin de Sermisy, "Jouissance vous donnerai," the treble is 
being sung and the tenor played on a transverse flute, sounding 
the part an octave higher . Quartets of flutes were customary in 
France during the 17th century, even though unknown in Germany 
until somewhat later. 20 
1600 marked a decisive change in the importance of wind 
instruments; the older winds (including the recorder) proved in-
adequate for the expressive style of the Baroque, and one color, 
11 
that of the strings, dominated the period. The recorder was defin-
italy out of fashion until late in the 17th century, particularly 
in France and England, 21 but during the last quarter of the 
century and up to about 1750, it had a momentary surge of popu-
larity as the wind instruments gradually returned to the string 
ensemble. 
The 18th century tendency toward emotional expression and 
sentimentality soon allowed the transverse flute (introduced into 
the orchestra by Lully around 1670) to rise to a tremendous popu-
larity, gradually ousting the recorder completely (for reasons to 
be discussed in Chapter II). The transverse flute became the 
"darling" of the Rococo . The spiritual content of the period, with 
its wild devotion to nature and pastoral poetry, naturally favored 
20 In the 16th century the Frenchman, Vincent Carloix wrote 
that it was a mistake to call the transverse flute a flauste 
d'allemand, for the French played it better than any other, and 
flute quartets were common. Sachs, ~· cit., p. 288. 
21 Rowland-Jones, ~· cit., P• 5. 
. 
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an instrument which could easily be carried on excursions into the 
country. In the French Encyclopedia~ Dictionnaire of 1751-1765, 
the section on the FlGte Allemande ~ Traversiere was much more 
extensive than those of the violin or even the clavacin. Louis 
Fleury called the transverse flute the "noble" instrument of the 
century, "the instrument preferred by music-lovers, especially 
among the aristocracy, and even by princes; the virtuoso flutists 
of the day occupied a position equal, if not superior to, that of 
the contemporary clavecinists, and especially the violinists ..... 22 
Both Frederick the Great and the Margrave of Brandenburg were able 
performers on the transverse flute. Such an example in high places 
was bound to be imitated; a gentleman would have felt he was lower-
ing himself by playing the violin, and little credit was to be 
gained by playing the clavier. "But to breathe tender airs through 
an elegant tube of wood or of ivory, to play the shepherd with de-
voted and languorous attitudes, was, for the gentleman of the court, 
showing the best of good form." 23 
The typically German preference for wind instruments mention-
ed in numerous contemporary sources (Schubart's Ideen ~ einer 
Asthetik ~ Tonkunst, the Dictionnaire historigue ~ musicians, 
by Ale Choron and F. Fayolle, and Quantz's Versuch einer Anweisung 
22Fleury, Louis, "The Flute and Flutists of the French Art of 
the 17th and 18th Centuries," Musical Quarterly, IX, p. 525. 
23Ibid., P• 518. 
: 
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24 ~ Flote traversiere ~ spielen, to name a few ) would indicate 
that the French popularity of the transverse flute was undoubtedly 
transferred to Germany. Indeed, by mid-century, the instrument 
had become as favored there as in France. Quantz, writing in 
1752 ,stated that: 
Wie nun diese ist erzahlten franzosischen Tonkunst-
ler die ersten gewesen sein, so dieses Instrument nach 
seinen Eigenschaften gut gespielet haben: so haben es die 
Deutschen von ihnen, und zwar in der verbesserten Gestalt, 
namlich mitder einen Klappe, seit ohngefahr funfzig oder 
sechzig Jahren her, wieder bekommen. Der besondere Ben-
fall, und die grosse Reigung, so die Deutsch~n allezeit 
die Blasinstrumente geheget haben, hat verursachet, dass 
die Flote traversiere nunmehr in Deutschland eben so 
allgemein worden, als sie in Frankreich ist.25 
24 Rowen,~·£!!., p. 70-71. 
25Quantz, Johann Joachim, Versuch einer Anweisung ~ Flote 
traversiere ~ spielen, p. 24, par. 7. 
... 
CHAPTER II 
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR EFFECT 
ON THE MUSIC WRITTEN FOR THEM 
14 
The recorder and the transverse flute were used on a fairly 
equal basis in the orchestra and in smaller ensembles up to about 
1740-50, with the former favored earlier in the century, and the 
latter steadily gaining ground until it eventually pushed the re-
corder out of fashion entirely. Composers generally indicated 
which of the two instruments would be preferred in a particular 
chamber work, but for the sake of convenience optional instrumen-
tation was allowed. It was quite possible for a transverse flute, 
a recorder, an oboe, or even a violin to play a given part, althougn 
certain modifications in performance were necessary when one instru-
ment was substituted for another. 
There were basic characteristics inherent in the physical 
makeup of the transverse flute and recorder which made one or the 
other better suited to a particular composition. The factor which 
undoubtedly played the strongest role in the ultimate victory of 
the transverse flute over its vertical counterpart was tone quality 
and control (or lack of it) over tone color and dynamics. Other 
characteristics which influenced the composer's choice of instru-
ment were range, technical facility, and idiosyncracies of into-
nation. These physical properties particularly determined the key, 
range, technical demands (including intervals used), and certain 
15 
stylistic aspects of music written for the two instruments. First 
an examination of the physical makeup of the two instruments is 
necessary. 
The Recorder. 
The recorder may be indicated by the following terms: 1 
1. "Recorder"- derived from the verb "to record" meaning to sing 
like a bird . 
2. flute-~-bec (Fr.), Schnabelflote (Ger.) -from the beak-shaped 
mouthpiece. 
3. "fipple flute," Blockflote (Ger.) - from the fipple or plug which 
stops the upper end of the tube. 
4. fl~te douce (Fr . ), flauto dolce (!tal.) -from the character-
istically sweet tone of t he instrument. 
A 5. "English flute , " or flute d 1 angleterre- from its close associa-
tion with England. 
The Baroque recorder was a wooden tube held vertically, with 
a beak-shaped mouthpiece and a body which tapered from the point 
where it joined the head to the foot of the instrument; the body 
was pierced by seven holes in front and one high in the back, a 
thumb-hole, used partly as a "speaker" to facilitate the formation 
of notes in the second octave . (Plate I) Prior to the 17th cen-
tury, this instrument was very simple in design, made in one piece , 
tapering a little towards the foot, but ending in a slight flare . 
During the late 17th century, however, recorders became more orna-
mental in outward design, and were made in three sections - the 
mouthpiece and two body joints. The older double finger-hole (the 
1Grove ' s Dictionary, ~· cit., P• 73. 
16 
lowest one) was superceded by a single hole placed in the foot 
joint which was movable, making it possible for the player to 
adjust the position for the little finger. The appearance was 
further changed by bulges at the joints and the mouthpiece, more 
elaborate turnings and a more pronounced foot . The windway of the 
recorder was formed by the insertion of an incised plug or block 
into the blown end of the tube, which was generally made beak-
shaped to fit between the lips; this left only a narrow flue to 
lead the breath toward the sharp edge of the opening in the side. 
The shape of the instrument, its lack of a bell, and its sound-
producing mechanism combined to give it the pale, reserved sound 
which is reflected in its names above. 
Although there were as many as nine different sizes of re-
2 
corder listed by Praetorius in his Sxntagma musicum in 1618, by 
the end of the 17th century only three sizes were still in use, 3 
and the "treble11 (which is now referred to as the alto) with a 
range of F'-F''' was the standard instrument . Plate I is an illus-
tration of this size of recorder as depicted in the Principes !! la 
Fltlte " ,. "' traversiere, ~Flute d'allemagne: ~]A Flute A bee,~ 
Flute douce, et du Hautbois: divisez par Traitez, 4 of Jacques Hotte-
2Praetorius, Michael, Syntagma musicum, Bd. II, Faksimile 
heraus. von Wilibald Gurlitt, p. 33. 
3Geiringer, Karl, Musical Instruments, P• 138. 
4o.riginally published in Amsterdam by Roger in 1707, fac-
simile published in Kassel by Barenreiter, ca. 1958, p. 34. 
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terre. It was held with the player's left hand on top, covering 
the thumb-hole and three finger-holes {the little finger is mere-
ly resting against the instrument); the right hand covered the 
four lower finger-holes. Its fingering system is depicted in 
Plate II from the same source. 
Semi-tones were produced by a system of cross-fingering 
which was so successful on this instrument with its relatively 
small finger-holes and low breath pressure, that any attempts at 
the addition of a key mechanism were of little value. 
The treble recorder was not a transposing instrument; its 
fundamental scale was that of F and all sizes of recorders were 
related to this so-called "recorder in F." Such a practice set 
these instruments apart from the other woodwinds at the time the 
orchestra was being born. Transverse flutes and oboes played to a 
system of "6 fingers D"; the corresponding 6 fingers (and thumb) on 
the treble recorder was G. An attempt was made by an English manu-
facturer to use the discant recorder (which is fingered in the man-
ner of the transverse flute) and the tenor as the fundamental in-
struments and transposing the others. T~e idea never caught on, 
however, and the recorder gradually passed from the musical scene.5 
"The soft, equable tone of the recorder could not satisfy the 
growing demand for subjective expression, for dynamic and tonal 
contrasts. Little by little it was ousted from its position, during 
5Grove's Dictionary,~· cit., Vol. VII, p. 76. 
6 
the first half of the 18th century, by the transverse flute." 
1h! Transverse Flute. 
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The transverse flute may be indicated by the following terms: 
1. "German" flute- from its association with Germany. 
2. Flate traversi~re (Fr.), Flauto traverso or Traverso (It.), 
Querflote (Ger.) or Cross flute - from the position in 
which it is held, horizontally to the body. 
The basic form of the transverse flute in use throughout 
most of the 18th century was a tube of wood or ivory, pierced by 
seven holes, one with a key. (Plate III) Its length was approxi-
mately 24 inches, varying an inch or two in individual flutes. It 
sounded the scale of D in the fundamental octave by successively 
opening the finger-holes from the bottom upwards. D# was produced 
by use of the one key; other semi-tones were obtained by fork- or 
cross-fingering. The mouth-hole was round in shape until about 
1724, when an oval shape was generally adopted. 7 The instrument 
was made in three sections at the first of the century - head joint, 
middle or body joint, and foot joint. It soon became customary to 
divide the body joint so that inserted pieces of suitable length 
could adjust the instrument to the conflicting pitches then in 
vogue. The connections between these sections was a pin-and~socket 
joint. To prevent the sockets from cracking, ornamental rings of 
6Geiringer, Musical Instruments, p. 138. 
7Fitzgibbon, H.M., ~Story of the Flute, p. 34. 
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8 brass, horn or ivory, called "tips" were fitted on them. The bore 
of this instrument was an inverted conoidal form - the head nomi-
nally cylindrical, with an inside diameter of slightly less than 
3/4 of an inch, and the body tapered toward the foot to an inside 
diameter of approximately 1/2 inch.9 This bore was an improvement 
over the 17th century cylindrical one in that it made the tone 
more mellow and flexible, improved intonation of the upper notes, 
made less breath required for tone production, and made it possi-
ble for the finger-holes to be placed closer together. 
The Principes de l! Flate traversi~re by Jacques Hotteterre 
provided, through engravings and fingering charts, a very clear 
picture of the typical transverse flute in use during the early 18th 
century. The author stated in his preface: 
A Comme la Flute Traversiere, est un Instrument 
des plus agreables, et des plus a la mode, j'ay cru 
devoir entreprendre ce petit ouvrage, pour seconder 
l'inclination de ceux qui aspirant a en jouer.10 
The transverse flute which Hotteterre used for illustration (Plate 
IV) was in three pieces, the head-joint apparently cylindrical and 
the rest of the tube tapering toward the end. From the engraving 
it would appear to be made of wood, with a round mouth-hole, six 
8Bessaraboff, N., Ancient European Musical Instruments, p.53. 
9Baasch, R.J., "The Flute: Yesterday and Today," Woodwind 
Magazine, October, 1954, P• 4. 
10Hotteterre, Jacques, Principes ~ la Flnte traversi~re, 
facsimile published by Barenreiter, Preface. 
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round finger-holes placed quite close together, and a square D# 
key. The range was from D' toG''', with complete chromatic com-
pass except for high F''' natural. (Plate V) Hotteterre was un-
able to find a satisfactory fingering for that note and advised 
his reader to disregard it since the highest tones were difficult 
to produce and seldom used. 11 
A flute belonging to Johann Joachim Quantz and made by F. 
Boie around 1724, (Plate VI) serves as a good model for the usual 
pattern of construction of the flute from 1720 on. 12 Made of box-
wood, tipped and capped with black horn, it was in four joints, the 
second of which was interchangeable with others of various lengths. 
The mouth-hole and finger-holes were oval in shape. Several varia-
tiona on this flute were attempted during the century, mainly in an 
attempt to correct the faulty intonation of the instrument. While 
he was staying in Paris, in 1726, Quantz added a second closed key 
to the foot-joint, in order to produce a slightly lower Eb and to 
improve the intonation of several other notes. This key and his 
elaborate fingering systems (Plate VII) were attempts to duplicate 
on the transverse flute the flexibility of intonation achieved by 
11 Baasch, ~· cit., P• 5. 
12Rockstro, Richards.,! Treatise~~ Construction, the 
History, ~ !h! Practice of the Flute, p. 227, par. 424. This 
remarkable instrument is in the collection of Mr. Carli Zoeller, 
who allowed Mr. Rockstro to examine it. It belonged to J.J. Quantz, 
whose grand-nephew, Herr Albert Quantz, presented it to Mr. Zoeller. 
It bears the name "Quantz" written in ink above the branded name of 
the maker. It was probably in Quantz's possession around 1724. 
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singers and string players. By means of this Eb key and extra 
fork-fingerings, Quantz obtained 18 notes in his first octave and 
25 in the second. Despite his efforts, however, his double-keyed 
transverse flute was not accepted and never went beyond the borders 
of Germany. 13 Another variation of the basic type was the addition 
of keys for low c• and C#', which necessitated lengthening the tube. 
Such an attempt was made about 1722 according to Quantz, but it was 
never in general use; he and other flutists considered it detrimen-
tal to tone and intonation. 14 
The first improvements of any lasting value since the addi-
tion of the D# key were the additions of finger-holes (at first 
covered by closed keys that might be used or not) for F, G#, and 
Bb, during the decade, 1770-80. 15 By the end of the century, two 
keys had been added to the foot-joint for C and C#, and a hole for 
C'', provided with a key. This last rendered the transverse flute 
a really chromatic instrument, as every note of the chromatic scale 
was now provided with a special note-hole& However, these keys 
achieved widespread popularity very slowly, and all of the music 
examined for this study was written for the one-keyed transverse 
flute or the recorder. 
13Baasch, ~· cit., P• 5. 
14Rockstro, ~· cit., p. 227, par. 423. 
15Ibid., p. 242, par. 451. 
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!2a! Quality~ Dynamic Control. 
These descriptions of the physical construction of the 
recorder and the transverse flute demonstrate that neither was a 
complex instrument and that both were bound to have problems of a 
technical nature (fingerings, faulty intonation, etc.). However, 
one outstanding difference existed between the two and was a result 
of the sound-producing mechanism of each. Two such diverse embou-
chures produced a considerable dissimilarity in the tone quality of 
each instrument and the ability of the player to control both color 
and dynamics. By mid-century the strivings of composers to express 
all the shadings of human feeling had almost completely overshadowed 
the more abstract mood of the Baroque. "Expressiveness" above all 
became the byword of the new music; consequently, musical instru-
menta "were expected to have a maximum of musical flexibility, that 
is, of span between strong and soft, of crescendo and decrescendo, 
16 
of almost imperceptible shades." The replacement of the recorder 
by the transverse flute is one of the most striking examples of the 
change in the uses of instruments during this period. 
The pure and dispassionate tone of the recorder had suited 
itself admirably to the polyphonic style of the Renaissance and the 
abstract emotions of the Baroque. It was surely the least sensuous 
of all the wind instruments; its lack of overtones gave it a tenu-
ous quality which Johann Sebastian Bach in particular associated 
16 Sachs, ~· cit., P• 390. 
with spiritual matters. 
Of no other instrument is Bach's characteri-
zation so clear and consistent as the Blockflote. 
His comparatively infrequent employment of it in-
dicates that he associated with it peculiar quali-
ties to be reserved for particular uses. To him, 
as to Mersenne (Bk. V, p. 237} it expressed 'le 
charme et la douceur des voix,' tender, plaintive, 
eloquent of the pious emotions of the soul, appro-
priate to voice the quiet agony of death, or mental 
sorrow, and by its purity to carry the soul's devo-
tion to the throne of God. No other instrument 
identifies itself so closely with the simple piety 
of Bach.17 
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Because the recorder player had no control over his embou-
chure (it is "built-in", so to speak), he could do little to vary 
the natural tone-color of the instrument, and a wide dynamic range 
was just not possible - notes became sharp if the instrument was 
18 blown hard and flat if not blown enough. Its pale, impersonal 
sound still lent itself well to early 18th century music; however, 
as the new music gained steadily in popularity, it was only nat-
ural that composers turned more and more to an instrument over 
which the performer had considerable control. The player of the 
transverse flute exercised direct control over his tone-color, dy-
namic level and intonation, through his embouchure, or position of 
his lips. By changing the shape of the aperture, altering the air 
direction, or increasing or decreasing the size of the aperture, he 
could grow louder or softer, make a change in timbre, or skip from 
17Terry, C.S~, Bach's Orchestra, P• 67. 
18 A skilled player can employ alternate fingerings which will 
bear some crescendo and diminuendo, but not to any great extent. 
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one octave to another. This control, plus the transverse flute's 
more brilliant tone and the ability to overblow into the third 
octave (even though it was some time before this area was fully 
utilized) gave rise to its tremendous popularity, in spite of its 
many imperfections. This more "personal" instrument appealed to 
the Rococo taste. Because the flutist had to utilize such great 
control of embouchure, "the personality of the player was every-
thing - the imperfections of the instrument were such that every 
flutist was an inventor who devised ingenious i~provements for his 
personal use." 19 
The professional musician turned first to the newer trans-
verse flute, because it provided much more opportunity for virtu-
osity and undoubtedly because his public demanded it of him; but 
the amateur was inclined to remain with the more familiar instru-
ment, the recorder. During the first part of the 18th century, 
music specifically for amateur use, such as the Getreue Musik-
meister of Georg Philipp Telemann20 tended to favor the recorder 
in regard to key, range and style . It was simple, straightforward 
music in which much optional instrumentation was sanctioned, and 
19Fleury, £..12.• cit., p. 525. 
20Published in 1728, this collection of 25 short pieces was 
intended to provide the musical amateur with domestic music which 
could be performed by whatever combination of instruments was at 
hand. Almost every title in the collection indicated optional in-
strumentation, such as a duet entitled, "Duetto a Flauti dolci, o 
~ Flauti traversi, ~ A Viole di Gamba." 
its impersonal qualities made it most suitable for the recorder. 
Music written for professional use21 tended early in the century 
to rely heavily on the transverse flute. 22 In the Tafelmusik by 
25 
Telemann, published in 1733, out of the 15 selections, the trans-
verse flute is used in eight, the recorder in only one. 23 Through-
out this work, with its definitely French Rococo qualities, it is 
the more flexible, personal transverse flute which is called for. 
Another advantage of the transverse flute over the recorder 
was the variation of tone in the three registers. Within the two-
octave range of the recorder there was some slight difference in 
timbre, but it was not as marked a one as that in the transverse 
flute. The notes from F' to C'' were rather breathy and hollow, 
and those from C''' to F''' were quite shrill and piercing; but 
because of the dispassionate quality of the whole range, very little 
attempt was made in recorder music to utilize any differences of 
tone-color in extremes of range. Music for the transverse flut,, 
particularly later in the century, however, made considerable use 
of such tonal contrasts. Fitzgibbon states that "on the whole, 
the best part of the instrument is in the middle register: there 
21 Music commissioned by a court or church or other organi-
zation for a specific purpose - dinner music, concert m~sic, music 
to accompany plays, etc. 
22 .. 6 /6 Denkmaler Deutscher Tonk~nst, Bd. 1 2. 
23In this one, a quartet for recorder, 2 transverse flutes, 
and continuo, it is used in a most virtuostic manner, however; this 
is a very unusual use of the instrument, more details of which may 
be found in Chapter III. 
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the notes are mild, sweet, plaintive and poetic, admirably suited 
to convey the dreaminess of love." 24 (It was no wonder the trans-
verse flute was the darling of the Rococo!) It was this middle 
register (C'' to C''' approximately) which was most often used 
throughout the century. Of all the compositions examined, the most 
usual tessitura was from B' to D'''• However, the "characteristic 
notes of the lowest octave, especially if played piano and in a 
minor key, are invaluable in soft, mournful, elegaic passages," 25 
and there were numerous instances of this octave being used to 
express just such qualities. For example' 
Example 1a. Bach, J.S. Sonata in ! minor, BWV 1034. ~­
Gesellschaft, Vol. 43, p. 9. 
Example 1b. Bach, K.P.E. Sonata ~ Cembalo ~· ~ Flauto, Wq. 83. 
24Fitzgibbon, ~· cit., P• 95. 
25Ibid., p. 94. 
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The brilliant, ringing, bird-like third octave was utilized very 
little until quite late in the century, chiefly due to problems 
of fingering and intonation. This researcher has found no extended 
use of the high range fo.r the sake of its timbre until the later 
Mannheim composers, such as Georg Joseph Vogler, who filled his 
flute quartets with phrases such as these: 
Exampl~ 2a. Vogler, G.J. •• "Flotenquartett, B-dur," ~. 15. 
Jahrgang, p. 123. 
-·ke E[Utcr;y t)kf trill 
8vo.. ------ -------- __ _ 
... _.. 
Example 2b. Same, p. 127. 
However, there are incidences of high E's, F's and even G's being 
·used sparingly prior to this. (See Range and Key, p.39 .) 
Although the majority of early 18th century instrumental 
music was not idiomatic to any one particular instrument, there were 
examples of the unique timbre of the transverse flute being utilized 
28 
for its own sake. One of the most frequent devices for exploiting 
this timbre ( and one that was used throughout the century, even 
in Mozart's D Major Concerto) was the long sustained flute tone 
over a beautiful harmony or contrapuntal configuration of other 
parts. Schmitz compared the effect on the listener to that of a 
connoisseur enjoying "a painting in the truest light.," 26 Such an 
effect was often employed in fast movements: 
Example 3a. Keiser, R. Sonata 1 ~ 1, Flauto traverso, Violino 
~ Cembalo, second movement. 
Example 3b. Bach, K.P.E. Duetto A Cembalo ~. ~ Flauto, Wq. 84. 
-------
, 
26 " " Schmitz, Hans Peter, Querflote ~ Querflotenspiel in 
Deutschland wahrend ~ Barockzeitalters, P• 52. 
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Example 3c. · Handel, G.F. Sonata y, Op. 1. Handel-Gesellschaft, 
Vol. 27. 
-
--
• • • • I 
-
Such sustained tones were naturally mos.t effective in slow 
movements, especially when ornamented by the use of a long, slow 
crescendo (one of the advantages of the transverse flute over the 
recorder); for example: 
Example 4a. Telemann, G.P. Konzert IV, Flote ~Cembalo. 
Werke, Bd. IX. 
,. 
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Example 4b. Bach, J.s. Sonata fur~ Floten und bezifferten 
~' BWV. 1039. Bach-Geeellschaft, V.IX. 
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At times the sustained tone was further ornamented by a trill: 
Example 5. Bach, J.S. Sonata in! major, BWV 1032. Bach-
Gesgllschaft, Vol. IX, P• 37. 
~----------~~ ~-------~-
-
-
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Such long-sustained tones on the recorder were inclined to 
be monotonous because of its inability to change either tone-color 
or dynamic level; there were a few examples of the use of long 
tones in the music for this instrument, however. One such is in 
the Adagio of the Trio by Quantz shown. below, which is even more 
unusual because of its slow tempo. 
Example 6. Quantz, J · .J. Trio-Sonata for Flauto, Violino ~ Basso, 
in C or . -rLondon: Schott) 
Dynamic Control . In ic of the Rococo and the 
Empfindsamer Stil, dynamics a part of the complex system of 
ornamentation. Here again, as increased flexibility in tone 
and diminuendo and they were uently employed in music for the 
the "echo" effect, which became tremely popular in the music of 
the style galant . Literal or ewhat varied repetitions of phrases 
or small sections of movements (particularly dance movements) 
presented the possibility of an echo, such as this fragment from 
a Sonata by Frederick the Great: 
Example 7. Frederick the Great. Sonata IV ~!h Major, Werke, 
Vol. I. 
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Even in the late Baroque, there are examples of this device, such 
as demonstrated in these two sonatas by Johann Sebastian Bach and 
Georg F~iedrich Handel: 
Exampie 8. Bach, J.S. Sonata~ E major, BWV 1035. 
schaft, Vol. 43, P• 23. 
Bach-Gesell-
Example 9. Randel, G.F. Sonata No.£, Op. 1. Handel-Gesellschaft, 
Vol. 27, P• 11. 
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Intonation and Fork-Fingering. 
These two factors were so closely tied in with one another 
that it is hardly possible to discuss them separately. Neither of 
the ·instruments under discussion was free from problems of intona-
tion, but the transverse flute was by far the most naturally "out 
of tune." The Baroque recorder was built in such a way that its 
natural scale was fairly true; by skillful use of alternate finger-
ings, the recorder player was able to maintain good pitch, even 
with some variation in dynamic level. Indeed, it was the cross-
fingerings27 which provided some of the best notes on the instru-
ment, in b.oth quality and intonation. For this reason, the major-
ity of recorder music was written in the keys of F, Bb or Eb major. 
The natural scale of the treble recorder was F, with Bb involving 
a cross-fingering, but being a note which was good in quality and 
pitch. {B ~ on the other hand, while no more difficult to finger, 
2711 Cross-fingering" - those fingerings in which open holes 
occur between closed holes, as against the "normal" fingering in 
which all the open holes are at the bottom of the pipe, the closed 
ones at the upper end. "Fork-fingering" means essentially the same 
thing, although some authorities use the latter term only when the 
first and third fingers of one hand are down. The difficulty in-
volved in these fingerings is that the movement from a "normal" 
fingering to a "cross-fingering" requires certain fingers to move 
in opposite directions at the same time, making it difficult to 
play "clean." For example, moving from Aq to Bb on the recorder 
involves moving the 5th finger up at the same time the 6th and 7th 
fingers are being put down: 
A '1 • I •• ·I •• 00 
t. 12 3 'f 5t.7 
.»" • l ••• l •o•• 
t. l.t.3 4$fo7 
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was very poor in pitch and quality.) The same held true for Eb 
and Ab. (See Plate II) 
The player of the 18th century transverse flute, however, 
was up against many more difficulties in his effort to maintain a 
true pitch, despite the extent of control which he exercised through 
his embouchure. That the one-keyed transverse flute must have been 
considerably faulty as regards intonation, we know both from prin-
ciples of acoustics and from the comments of contemporary writers. 
The following derogatory comments are representative of the opinion 
of most 18th century writers and musicians: 
Scarlatti - "My son, you know that I hate wind instruments, 
they are never in tune."28 
Quantz - "The flute has the natural fault, that some of the 
sharpened notes are not quite in tune." 29 
Burney - "The defect, I mean, is the want of truth in the 
wind instruments. I know it is natural for those 
instruments to be out of tune."30 
Hawkins - The German flute "still retains some degree of 
estimation among gentlemen whose ears are not nice 
enough to inform them it is never in tune."31 
There were various reason~ behind intonation so faulty as to 
cause so many adverse remarks. Numerous means of altering the pitch 
were in use during the first half of the century. Most transverse 
flutes were provided with middle or body joints of various lengths, 
28 Carse, A.,~ Orchestra in~ 1§!h Century, p. 161. 
29Ibid. 30Ibid. 
31carse, A., Musical Wind Instruments, p. 87. 
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in order to flatten or sharpen the pitch of the instrument. It 
was often necessary for a flutist to carry as many as seven pieces 
of different lengths for this purpose. Such a practice naturally 
affected the relations of the other sections of the instrument, 
and therefore, "in order to establish a just proportion, the tail-
joint (pied) was now divided below the D# key, its two pieces 
being brought by a tenon-adjustment into accurate relationship 
with the middle joint (corps). Instruments so constructed were 
known as flQtes ~ registre." 32 Other factors contributing to the 
faulty intonation of the 18th century transverse flute were the 
acoustically incorrect placement of the finger-holes, and the 
material of which the instruments were made. This was usually box-
wood, which produced a very sweet tone, bu~ absorbed moisture so 
readily that the bore was liable to continual change in dimensions. 33 
The cross-fingerings, which were often to the advantage of 
the recorder player, presented no end of difficulties to the flut-
1st. The basic fingerings used throughout the century were those 
which Hotteterre first presented in his Principes ~ la FlGte 
traversi~re . 34 (Plate V) Quantz , however, was not satisfied with 
32 Terry, C.F., ~· cit., P• 74 . 
33 Rockstro, R., ~·cit., p. 141, par. 327. 
34various methods throughout the century used these finger-
ings, two of which were the Modern Musick Master (1730) and the 
first edition of Wragg's Flute Preceptor (c.1790). Rockstro, 
~· £!!., P• 244, par. 453. 
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these fingerings alone and devised a much more elaborate system 
in addition to his Eb key (seep . 20-21), in order to comply with 
the mean-tone temperament then in use. As long as keyed instru-
mente were confined to the scales of C, G, D, A, F and Bb, intona-
tion difficulties were not met with, but when remote keys were 
used, such as E major, and an Eb was used for a D#, an error of 
about a half a semi-tone was involved. 
Those cross-fingerings used to obtain notes outside the 
basic diatonic scale (D major) of the transverse flute strangled 
the tone far more than similar cross-fingerings did on the re-
corder, with the result that it took an expert to obtain anything 
approaching tonal evenness in music outside this basic scale. 
Therefore, most music written for the one-keyed transverse flute 
was in G or D major or their relative minors. Rowland-Jones states 
that the tone-quality of this instrument playing in Eb is distinctly 
stifled and unpleasant. 35 Pity then the poor 18th century flutist 
who attempted Johann Sebastian Bach ' s Sonata jA Eb major for Harpsi-
chord and Flute or the Trio Sonata from the Musical Offering: 
Example 10a. Bach, J.S. 1!1£ from the Musical Offering. ~­
Gesellschaft, Vol. 31, p. 20. 
35Rowland-Jones, ~· cit., P• 1. 
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Example 10b. Bach, J.S. Sonata in Eb major, BWV 1031. 
Bach-Gesellschaft, Vol. IX, p. 22. 
-
")(."- ~ ~ ,..., " ~ ~··,c UiJqtf tp1ffflJ ggHilffl J..OJ i 
The cross-fingerings employed in Examples 10a and 10b are marked 
with an .!.• 
Range _m Key. 
As mentioned in the previous section, certain keys were 
better suited to the recorder and some to the transverse flute. 
B~cause of the similarity of the music written for these two instru-
mente, i .t is often the key and the range covered that determines for 
the researcher the instrument preferred by the composer. The most 
common keys for the recorder were F and Bb, and their relative mi-
nors; for the transverse flute, G and D, and their relative minors. 
These keys enabled each of the instruments to use their respective 
natural scales, with as few "faulty" or out-of-tune notes as possi-
ble. The keys of C and a minor were used as much by one instrument 
as the other, and both had a problem note in that key - F~ for the 
transverse flute, B~ for the recorder. 
This researcher has encountered no composition for either 
• 
transverse flute or recorder which contains more than four flats or 
If 
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four sharps, thus bearing out the comment of Charles Avison (1752) 
warning against the running into extreme keys. (Seep . 40). The 
keys of A and E major were used with some frequency in music which 
specifies Flauto traverso, but never in compositions in which Flauto. 
dolce is the first-mentioned instrument. Eb major is rarely used 
in music intended for the transverse flute except by Frederick the 
Great, who wrote ten sonatas for transverse flute and clavier in 
that key. 
It has been stated that the ranges of the treble recorder and 
the transverse flute respectively were as follows: F'-G''', D'-G'''. 
Despite the fact that the highest· note of the two instruments was 
theoretically the same, music written for recorder made more use of 
the notes from D''' toG''' than that for transverse flute. It was 
not overly difficult for the recorder-player to produce F'''; how-
ever, fingering charts notwithstanding (see Plates V and VII) this 
upper register was quite difficult for the transverse flute of this 
period. The average range played in compositions for transverse 
flute was from G' to C'''; in those for recorder, from c•• to D''', 
with frequent use of higher notes . Such passages as the following 
were not unusual in music for the recorder: 
Example 11. Telemann, G.P. "Sonata I" from Zwei Sonaten aus 
den Essercizii musici ftir Bloekflote 
~ Basso Continuo. 
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However, any extended use of the high register (above C''') 
was not found in music for transverse flute until the late works 
of K.P.E. Bach (1788) and the compositions of the late Mannheimers 
(seep. 27). The following passage from an early work of Franz 
Xaver Richter, a first generation Mannheimer, was a rare example: 
Example 12. Richter, F.X. "Sonata II in G major," from !I 
SonataS! camera A Cembalo~., Flauto 
traverso, ~ Violoncello. Op. 2. 
All of the composers under consideration did utilize an occ·asional 
E''' OP F''', though. The only G''' encountered in music for the 
transverse flute was in the solo sonatas of Johann Sebastian Bach, 
specifically in the Sonata I in B minor for Flute and Harpsichord, 
BWV 1030, and Sonata II in E minor for Flute and Figured Baas, BWV 
1034. F''', which Hotteterre maintained was unplayable, occurred 
once in the Sonata for Flute and Continuo, Op. 1, by George Friedrich 
H~ndel: 
Example 13. 
,, 
Handel, G.F. Sonata jn! minor, Op. 1, no. 1b, 
HKndel-Gesellachaft, Vol. 27, P• 6. 
E''' was quite frequent in keys in which it was the tonic or domi- · 
nant, particularly in the music of Telemann and Frederick the Great. 
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CHAPTER III 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MELODIC LINES IN MUSIC 
FOR TRANSVERSE FLUTE AND RECORDER 
Despite the great differences in the transverse flute and 
the recorder which were discussed in the previous chapter, and the 
effects these differences produced in the music written for each, 
many similarities of melodic structure existed in works for the two 
instruments. So many similarities existed, in fact, that music for 
one is frequently adapted for the other in modern editions, often 
making it difficult for the researcher to determine the original 
instrument. 
Contemporary theorists were in accord that music for the 
transverse flute should be kept quite simple in all respects, in 
keeping with its limited capabilities. Charles Avison, writing in 
1752 stated that: 
In Compositions for the ~erman Flute, is 
required the same Method of proceeding by Conjoint 
Degrees, or such other natural intervals, as, with 
the nature of its Tone, will best express the 
languishing, or melancholy Style . • •• the running 
into extreme keys, the use of the Staccato, or 
distinct Separation of Notes; and all irregular 
Leaps, or broken or uneven Intervals must be 
avoided; for which Reason alone, these Instruments 
ought never to be employ'd in the Ripieno Parts 
of Concertos for Violins, 1but in such Pieces only 
as are composed for them. 
1Avison, Charles, An Essay~ Musical Expression, third 
edition, 1775, P• 99. 
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Francesco Geminiani , in 1745, had also warned against writing music 
that was too difficult for the transverse flute: 
I must not however , omit t o observe that 
the excellence of c: the flute J consists in the 
Cantabile , as that gives time to regulate the 
BTeath, and not in swift movements where there 
are Arpeggios and Jumping Notes . 2 
In 1757 , Ancelet , a major in the regiment of Louis XV, in a volume 
of his "observations" on music, voiced a similar opinion: 
It will be admitted that the flute does not 
embrace all kinds and species of music, such as the 
airs of demons, of furies, of warriors, of tempests, 
of sailors and several others in which, at any rate, 
it is not used as a principal . It is better placed 
in tender and pathetic pieces and the accompaniments 
of the little airs and brunettes in the sonatas and 
concertos written by the best masters, who themselves, 
however, should not overdo it . 3 
Obviously, the men who wrote about 18th century music had 
little confidence in the technical capabilities of the transverse 
flute, even after mid-century. Opinion was heavily in favor of 
confining the instrument to music which was slow, sweet and some-
what melancholy; any form of virtuostic display was to be strictly 
avoided. The recorder already had a tradition of being an instru-
2Dart, Thurston, ~ Interpretation of Music, p. 90, citing 
F . Geminiani's Rules 1..9.!: Playing.!!!.! True Taste, c. 1745 . The 
words "the flute" were Dart's interpolation, and he uses this term 
throughout the book to mean transverse flute, not recorder. 
3Fleury, ~· cit. , p. 522 , citing Ancelet's Observations~ 
la musigue, 1757 . This article deals almost exclusively with the 
transverse flute and Fleury refers always to the recorder as the 
"direct flute"; so it would seem that in his translation of Ancelet, 
the term "flute" means the transverse variety. 
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ment used to express "other-worldly" emotions (see pp. 10 and 23), 
which would also tend to limit any exhibition of technique on its 
part. During the early years of the century, music for both in-
struments fitted these descriptions quite closely, but by 1725, 
(long before these comments were written) composers had begun to 
break away from such limitations. "Irregular leaps," "jumping 
notes" and "Arpeggios" abounded in the music for both recorder and 
transverse flute before mid-century. 
Melodic Contour. 
As with any 18th century melody, the melodies written for 
both the transverse flute and the recorder were of two general 
types- (1) primarily conjunct movement, or, {2) primarily disjunct 
movement. The former may be further divided into two patterns - an 
undulating melody, moving primarily by step and half-step: ~ 
or a definite scale-wise melody, moving directly up and down the 
major scale: ~~~ • . Melodies of a disjunct character 
either outlined chords or were composed of certain note "patterns" 
or "formulae" which will be discussed at length in a later section. 
These patterns were generally combined so that a complete movement 
was not entirely made up of one or the other, but the opening theme 
and the predominating contour of the melody during the movement 
could usually be confined to one of these types. 
In very early 18th century music for both instruments, par-
ticularly in music specified as being for the amateur, there was 
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more predominance of one particular contour. For example, the 
third movement of Reinhard Keiser's first Trio Sonata was chiefly 
an undulating or diatonic melody: 
Example 14a. Keiser, R. \ Sonata 1 ~ 1• Flauto travereo, Violino 
~ Cembalo, 1720. 
Here the lack of contour variation combined with the repetition of 
the rhythmic figure: ~ produced a doleful effect, undoubtedly 
intended by the composer, but carried to the point of boredom. 
A simila~ example may be found in the opening movement from the 
first ·sonata of a set for three recorders by Johann Mattheson: 
Example 14b. Mattheson, J. 
,, 
"Sonata I" from Acht Sonaten fur drei 
Altblockfloten, (1708), p. 1.-------
The use of frequent scale passages was also very common in 
the earlier music. The first movement of a duet from the Getreue 
Musikmeister (a set of pieces for amateurs; see p. 24) by Georg 
Philipp Telemann had a predominating scale-wise contour. The 
, 
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opening theme, shown below, was repeated several times in the course 
of the movement: 
Example 15. Telemann, G.P. "Duetto lL 2 Flauti dolci" from the 
Getreue Musikmeister, 1728, P• 1. 
Another duet of Telemann's, also intended for "distinguished music 
lovers," had a similar theme, frequently repeated: 
Example 16. Telemann, G.P. Sonata III, from "Sonatas sans Basse 
a deux Flutes traverses," 1727. Werke, 
Bd. 8, P• 20. 
,,, .. 
Even in some of Telemann's best chamber music, such as the quartets 
from the Tafelmusik, there was a scale-wise theme, coupled with 
the favorite rhythmic figure ~ , as in this example: 
Example 17. Telemann, G.P. \ "Quatuor pour Flauto traversiere, 
Oboe, Violino, Violoncello e Fonda-
manto," Tafelmusik, Premier Prod., 
DDT, Bd. 61/62, p. 30. 
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There was a somewhat "run-of-the-mill" quality about these 
examples; they were really not melodies which utilized any special 
characteristics of either the transverse flute or the recorder. 
Indeed, the titles of two of them4 clearly indicated that either 
instrument might be used, or even the violin. They were simple, 
straight-forward early 18th century melodies which might have been 
written for any instrument. However, in the music for transverse 
flute and recorder by Johann Sebastian Bach and Georg Friedrich 
•• Handel, melodies just as simple in contour as the above, were im-
bued with much greater qualities. Handel, for example, could take 
a simple scale, and by the use of certain rhythmic devices and the 
interpolation of certain other intervals, transform it into a great 
arc of molody, rising gradually to a climax and falling to rest in 
a few beats. Just such an "expansive" type of theme so character-
istic of Handel was the following: 
Example 18. Handel, G.F. "Sonata XI" for Recorder and Continuo, 
from!! Sonate, Op. 1, Handel Gesell-
schaft, Vol. 27. 
Another Handelian theme is a perfect example of the primarily 
diatonic melody, moving by "conjoint degrees" and "natural intervals": 
4Examples 15 and 16; see Bibliography for complete titles. 
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Example 19. Handel, G.F. "Sonata II" for Recorder and Continuo, 
from!! Sonate, op. 1, Handel 
Gesellschaft, Vol. 27. 
~~br F' ttf Uq ttr*(lt- t- , 1Y 1 
-~b ti ~ tr @ F I 
In the theme of the first movement of the Sonata in B minor 
for transverse flute and harpsichord, Johann Sebastian Bach utilized 
a range of only a sixth and only one leap, that of the fifth between 
the first two notes; yet this theme became the basis of the longest, 
most complex movement of any of the flute sonatas: 
Example 20. Bach, J.S. Sonata, H-moll, fur Klavier ~ Flote, 
BWV 1030, Bach-Gesellschaft, Vol. IX. 
A particularly unusual melodic pattern is found in the first 
movement of the Sonata jn ~ minor by Handel . It is an undulating 
melody which is actually neither diatonic nor chordal, but full of 
leaps of every interval, sinuous and intensive in quality, with 
phrases of much greater length than is common in works for either 
the transverse flute or the recorder during the first half of the 
century, with the exception of the works of J.S. Bach. A portion 
of the opening theme is as follows: 
Example 21. Handel, G.F. "Sonata I" for transverse flute and 
continuo, from!! Sonate, Op. 1, 
Handel-Gesellschaft, Vol. 27. 
Frederick the Great frequently combined two melodic con-
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tours, alternating a measure of scale-wise movement with a measure 
of ."note-patterns." For example: 
Example.22. Frederick the Great. Sonata Yl!l in! major f2I 
Flute ~ Continuo, Werke, Vol. I. 
1$ u! at r ~ r..!f tt ,,. u a 1 
~~· ctu r IJr 'iF( j rr~ 1 
By far the most common melodic type encountered in music 
for both transverse flute and recorder during this period was that 
which outlined a chord. When used in a slow movement, a chordal 
theme had a certain dignity or formality often associated with the 
late Baroque. Such was another example of the "Handelian" arch, 
this time formed by the rising chord of the first three beats, 
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rather than by use of a scale-wise movement: 
Example 23. H~ndel, G.F. "Sonata VII" for Recorder and Continuo, 
from XV Sonate, Op. 1, Handel-Gesell-
schaft, Vol. 27. 
Another reason for the use of this melodic type was the 
opportunity it offered for ornamentation. Such a practice was 
admirably demonstrated in Georg Philipp Telemann's Methodische 
Sonaten for transverse flute and continuo. The melodic "skeleton," 
as it were, of the first theme 9f one of these sonatas was: 
Example 24a. Telemann, G.P. 
Its ornamented version: 
Example 24b. Telemann, G.P. 
, 
"Sonata in A major" from Methodische 
Sonaten, Werke, Bd. I. 
Same. 
-------
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In fast movements this melodic type far overshadowed the diatonic 
or scale-wise melody. Hans Schmitz, in his discussion of the style 
of Baroque music for transverse flute, stated that during the late 
Baroque hardly an Allegro theme existed which did not outline a 
triad . 5 Several examples of such themes are as follows: 
Example 25a. Telemann, G.P . 
Example 25b . Handel, G.F. 
"Trietto I" from III Trietti 
metodichi i £ Flauti traversi col 
Fondamento, 1731. 
"Sonata XI" for Recorder and Continuo, 
from XV Sonata, Op. 1, Handel-Gesell-
schaft , Vol. 27. 
-
Example 25c. Quantz, J .J. "Duet II" from~ Duets ill~ Flutes, 
Op. 2. 
5
schmitz, ~· cit., P• 57. 
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Chromaticism. 
Any extreme use of chromaticism was not employed in the mus-
ic under consideration until quite late in the period, with the ex-
ception of the works of Johann Sebastian Bach and his son, Karl 
Philipp Emanuel. Early 18th century chamber music contained few 
accidentals not appearing in the key signature. This was true of 
works for both the transverse flute and the recorder. In the trio 
sonatas of Reinhard Keiser and the Kammertrio of Friedrich Wilhelm 
Zachow, both for the transverse flute, no more than five accidentals 
appeared throughout an entire composition. In works for recorder 
during the first quarter-century, such as the duets from the Getreue 
Musikmeister of Georg Philipp Telemann and the sonatas for three 
recorders of Johann Mattheson, the same held true. 
The chamber music of Georg Friedrich Handel was similarly 
limited except for the unusual melodic line contained in the first 
movement of the E-minor Sonata for Transverse Flute ~ Continuo. 
This tortuous, Bach-like theme contained several passages such as 
J 
that in Example 26, which were further intensified by the underlying 
chromatic harmony~ 
Example 26. Handel, G.F. "Sonata I" for Flauto Trav. and Continuo, 
from!! Sonata, Op. 1, Handel-Gesellschaft, 
Vol. 27. 
l~t~[i 1[( I@ rtf £j ~ J.j c~ §I I 
1'* 6u r~ w ~mt t.m J -
Johann Sebastian Bach, in his solo sonatas for transverse 
flute and clavier (BWV 1030-1035) employed chromaticism freely. 
For example, the Sonata ig! major (BWV 1035) contained as much 
chromatic work in its first movement as any composition for the 
transverse flute prior to the French Impressionists. This work 
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was even more unusual in that the key was a very rare one for the 
instrument during this period, and that it is assumed to have been 
written during his early years at Cothen (1717-23). 6 The follow-
ing section from the Adagio may serve as illustration: 
Example 27. Bach, J.s. 
-
Sonata ig! major for Flute and Figured 
~. BWV 1035 . Bach-Gesellschaft, 
Vol. 43 t1), P• 22 
The North Germans who formulated the empfindsamer §!!!, 
carried on this free use of chromaticism. As early as 1735, Karl 
Philipp Emanuel Bach wrote the following passage in a work for the 
6Geiringer, Karl, !h! ~ Family, p. 279. 
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transverse flute: 
Example 28. Bach, K.P.E. 
Solo a Flauto traverso col Basso. 
----- -Wq. 123. ~Frankfurt, 1735) 
~ ........ tf!. 
l'!it I ktl Qll rf- r1 , f tQ I 
Almost all of the chromaticism encountered by this research-
er was in works for the transverse flute, but this factor was more 
dependeftt on the stylistic changes which were taking place during 
the period rather than on the technical capabilities of the trans-
verse fiute as opposed to the recorder. Chromaticism was closely 
associated with the newer expressive music for which the recorder 
was not suited; there£ore, by the time accidental• were being freely 
used in composition, the recorder had practically passed out of use 
entirely. 
Intervale Employed. 
The use of wide leaps occurred with about the same frequency 
in music for the recorder as in that for the transverse flute, 91th 
the latter having perhaps a slight edge. During the first quarter 
of the century, composers for both instruments kept within a some-
what limited range; in the works of those whose chamber music re-
mained in the 17th century idiom - Reinhard Keiser, Wilhelm Zachow, 
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Johann Christian Schiekhardt - leaps were confined to thirds, 
fourths, fifths, and octaves, and most of these intervals were 
used in the outlining of chords. 
Johann Sebastian Bach and Georg Friedrich Handel made free 
use of wide leaps, however, particularly Bach. In his chamber 
works for the transverse flute Bach utterly ignored the technical 
capacities of that instrument, as the following examples will dem-
onstrate. The leap from the middle to the weak low register in 
Examples 29a and 29b was particularly difficult on the 18th century 
transverse flute, and the rapid tempo increased the difficulty. 
Example 29a. Bach, J.S. 
EXample 29b. Bach, J.s. 
Sonata ~ ~ major ~ Flute ~ Clavier, 
BWV 1031, Bach-Gesellschaft, Vol. 9, p.28. 
Same, p. 29. 
~~h ' ~ ~I r *I 1' *I & ='Esc? ere Pet cftrr1 
-----
Example 29c. Bach, J.S. Trio Sonata from 1h! Musical Offering, 
Baeh-Gesellscaaft, Vol. 31 (2), p. 28. 
Example 29d. Bach, J.s. 
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Sonata !Q B minor for Flute ~ Clavier, 
BWV 1030, Bach-Gesellschaft, Vol.9, p.11. 
Handel did not employ skips such as these with as great a frequency 
as did Bach, but he did use them in the solo sonatas for both trans-
verse flute and recorder. A favorite device of his was the use of 
wide leaps in dotted rhythms, such as these: 
Example 30a. Handel, G.F. "Sonata I" for Flauto trav. & Continuo, 
from!! Sonate, Op. 1, Handel-Gesell-
schaft, Vol. 27, p. 2. 
Example 30b. Handel, G.F. "Sonata V" for Recorder & Continuo, 
from!! Sonata, Op. 1, Handel-Gesell-
schaft, Vol. 27, p. 19. 
Usually the wide skips outline a chord, as in this Allegro: 
Example 31. Handel, G.F. "Sonata IV" for Recorder & Continuo, 
from!! Sonata, Op. 1, Handel-Gesell-
schaft, Vol. 27, p. 16. 
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A particularly wide leap from the low register to the high occurred 
in the Gavotte of the Sonata No. 7 for Recorder: 
Example 32. Hindel,· G.F. "Sonata VII" for Recorder &: Continuo, 
from!! Sonata, Op. 1, Handel-Gesell-
schaft, Vol. 27, p. 24. 
In the Allegro of Sonata No. 1a, which indicated Flauto traverso 
as the preferred instrument, there were some very large leaps, high-
ly unusual for the transverse flute at this time. It is very possi-
ble that. this movement was written with the violin in mind, andre-
vised for the transverse flute in No. 1b; in the latter version and 
in modern editions, this phrase does not occur: 
Example 33. Handel, G.F. "Sonata Ia'' for Flauto Traverso &: Con-
tinuo from!! Sonata, Op. 1, Handel-
Gesellschaft, Vol. 27. 
Georg Philipp Telemann, who wrote in every form and in every 
mood, and for numerous combinations of instruments, similarly made 
free use of intervals in his works for both instruments, whether 
"natural" or not. He utilized wide leaps such as those which follow 
for a variety of reasons. In Example 34 the leaps outline a chord: 
Example }4. Telemann, G.P. "Sonata, C-dur, fur Blockflote und 
Continuo," from the Getreue Musik-
meister. Fourth movement, Vivace. 
I* i E t[ ft I C tf ~ f I f 
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In the following Allegro from a trio sonata for recorder, oboe and 
basso continuo, the skips occur in a sequential passage which 
possessed a somewhat "jumpy" quality often found in fast movements 
of the "exercise" type: 
Example'}5. Telemann, G.P. Trio Sonata, C-moll, ~~Esser­
cizii Musici. 
The leap of a 7th in the first measure of the Methodische Sonata 
No. 2, below, provided space for the arpeggio w~ich the player 
added to the "skeleton": 
Example }6. Telemann, G.P. "Sonata No. 2" from Methodische 
Sonaten fur Querflote ~ Basso 
Continuo. Werke, Bd. I. 
Written: Played: 
-- ---
II 
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The two wide leaps in Example 37 were in a slow movement, more 
unusual than a fast mov'ement, except in cases where the slow move-
mentis intended to be highly ornamented. The use of D'' instead 
of D''' in the second measure was undoubtedly an attempt to provide 
a change of tone color and to increase the tension of the line: 
Example 37. Telemann, G.P. ~ Sonate, C-moll, ~ ~ 
Essercizii Musici 
Telemann was the last composer in this period to write extensively 
for the recorder. The later North German composers wrote almost 
exclusively for the transverse flute, although, for the sake of 
convenience, it was usually possible for a recorder to replace the 
transverse flute in most of the ensembles. 
Johann Joachim Quantz, who is credited with being one of the 
earliest to write idiomatically for the transverse flute (see p.95 ), 
wrote in a most virtuostic style in his concerti, but his chamber 
music is much more conservative with regard to frequency of wide 
leaps. In the Sonata in ! minor for Flute .!!!9. ~. he pre.sented 
one particularly difficult problem, that of rapid wide intervals 
through a change of register: 
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Example 38a. Quantz, J.J. Sonata jn! minor~ Flute~~· 
The same problem occurred in the Sonata ~ Three Flutes, in all 
three parts; Example 38b is a section from the Flute I part, but 
these phrases are imitated by Flute II and Flute III at other 
places in the movement. 
Example 38b. Quantz, J.J. Sonate fur 1 Floten ~Bass. 
In on~ of his trio sonatas, Quantz employed the same device used 
by Telemann in Example 37, that of a change of octave to provide a 
change of timbre: 
Example 39. Quantz, J.J. Triosonate, D-dur, fur Flote, Violine 
und Generalbass. 
---
Despite the fact that Frederick the Great, a pupil of 
Quantz, was considered quite a virtuoso on the transverse flute, 
his sonatas for flute and clavier did not contain a great number 
of difficult leaps. His melodic lines were more disjunct than 
conjunct, but his leaps were generally within chord-outlines. 
The exceptions were almost always within a "note-pattern" as 
follows: 
Example 40. Frederick the Great. Sonata 1!2.• .2 for Flute and 
Clavier. Werke, Vol. I. 
Example ·41 is one of the most difficult passages encountered in 
the study; it involved a rapid switch from the weak low register 
to the orilliant high one. This, of course, was a common violin 
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techniqu~, and its use will be discussed at length in the follow-
ing section. 
Example 41. Frederick the Great. Sonata 1!2.• §.. for Flute 1m!! 
Clavier. Werke, Vol. I. 
Karl Philipp Emanuel Bach, writing in a truly expressive 
style, did not restrict himself to diatonic or chordal melodies in 
his works for the transverse flute. In the sonatas for flute and 
clavier which he wrote in Hamburg there was ample virtuostic dis-
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play, but even those of the Berlin period (1740-67) frequently em-
ploy wide leaps: 
Example 42. Bach, K.P.E. \ Solo A Flauto traverso col Basso, 
Wq. 123. 
An indication of the demands which the Mannheim composers 
were to ~ake on the transverse flute was evident in the sonatas of 
Franz X~ver Richter, a first generation Mannheimer, in which there 
were ~he widest skips of any composition written during this period. 
Example· 43a. Richter, F.X. "Sonata I in D major," from VI Sonata 
da camera A Cembalo obligato, Flauto 
traverso ~ Violoncello. Op. 2. 
Example 43b. Richter, F.x.· Same. 
, 
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"Note-patterns" 
In almost every composition examined, for both transverse 
flute and recorder, particularly in fast movements, there was at 
least some use of certain "patterns" or "formulae" of note arrange-
ment, intended to give the impression of two voices or two parts 
although only one voice was soundings 7 This was a very common 
violin technique, utilizing rapid change of strings, probably ex-
ploited to the fullest in the Solo Violin Sonatas of Johann Sebas-
I 
tian Bach. His Sonata for Transverse Flute Alone is also a prime 
example of the use of these patterns. 
In his discussion of these configurations in music for the 
transverse flute8 Hans Schmitz divided them into three categories: 
(1) Zweiklang- two sounds, or the harmonic interval; a rapid al-
tarnation of two notes, usually thirds, sixths or tenths, for the 
purpose of giving the impression of harmonic, rather than melodic 
intervals; (2) Rapid broken chords; (3) Zweistimmige effect - rep-
resentation of two or more parts by one voice.9 The following 
example contains each of these three types: 
Example 44. Schmitz,. H.P., ~· cit., Example 38. 
7Because these formulae were so common and were utilized 
with equal frequency in music for both instruments, the treatment 
of the two will be combined in this section. 
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Harmonic Intervals . The first of these types was the least 
common in the chamber music examined. The strict alternation of 
one interval, such as those in Examples 45a and 45b were very rare. 
Example 45a. 
Example 45b. 
Zachau, F.W. 
Mattheson, J. 
Trio, Flauto traverso, Fagotto, Basso, 
DDT, Rand 21/22, P• 314. 
"Sonata III" from Acht Sonaten f&r 
~ Altblockflote~third mov~nt. 
1,1 tf r rrt I' fc ft£ I cJ C r iF I 
More often thirds are combined with other intervals and move up or 
• 
down the 'scale as in the following excerpt: 
Example 46. Bach, K.P.E. Sonata, C-dur, fur Flote ~ Klavier, 
Wq. 87. 
. l 
l$t ca rrc nr ru rtrF IEUEfFfl 1 
The alternation of tenths was even rarer and did not occur in music 
for the recorder. Passages such as the following from Telemann's 
8 The same factors applied to recorder music. 
9schmitz, H.P., ~· cit., PP• 51-59. 
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Methodische Sonaten presented one of the most difficult technical 
problems for the flutist - the rapid alternation from the weak 
low register to the comparatively strong middle register: 
Example 47. Telemann, G.P. "Sonate, C-dur" from Methodische 
Sonaten fur Querflote ~ Basso 
Continuo, Werke, Bd. I., p. 116. 
Broken Chords . This device was much more common, used by 
all composers, in various rhythms, alone and in combination with 
other patterns. First there was the straight-forward arpeggio, 
. 
co•ering two or more octaves: 
Example 4sa. Bach, J.S. Sonata ~ Transverse Flute Alone. 
There was the broken triad, Usually alternating two chords: 
Example 4ab. Handel, G.F. "Sonata Ib" for Flauto traverso and 
Continuo from XV Sonate, Op. 1, 
Handel-Gesellschaft, Vol. 27. 
Often the triads were in triplet rhythm as follows: 
Example 48c. Frederick the areat. Sonata III jA D major for 
Flute ~ Clavier, second 
movement, Werke, Vol. I. 
or in this form, particularly common in gigue-like movements: 
Example 48d. Telemann, G. P. Quartette {G major) pour Flauto 
dolce, ~. Violon ~ Cembalo, 
first movement. 
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Two other possible combinations, one with added articulations, were: 
Example 48e. Frederick the Great. 
Example 48f. Frederick the Great. 
Sonata ill in Q major ill 
Flute ~ Clavier, second 
movement, Werke, Vol. I. 
Sonata ! in! major for 
Flute ~ Clavier, second 
movement, Werke, Vol. I. 
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Two-voiced Effect. 
These were of several types. One was a pattern in which 
one "voice" had a single note {or the same note repeated) and the 
other "voice" played an arpeggio or scale passage: 
Example 49a. Telemann, G.P. "Solo f;r Flauto dolce" in C major, 
from the Getreue Musikmeister, 
second movement. 
Example 49b. Telemann, G.P. Sonata iA F major for Treble Recorder 
~ Continuo, from the Getreue Musik-
meister. Vivace. 
~$.·:· ~- .. f:. ••• ~ ~·. :! ;;;;;- FH I LLI f tFLf \ 
Example 49c. Telemann, G.P. "Sonata in C major for Recorder and 
Continuo" froJI! the Essercizii Musicii, 
Allegro. 
~ ~·· E • • ••• 1 c ' r: 1 r 'F r t r t gurr ~' l 
Example 49d. Frederick the Great. 
• Fr 
Sonata V jn A major !££ Flute 
~ Clavier, Werke, Vol. I , 
second movement • 
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A variation of this type was a pattern in whi ch the stationary 
"voice" played three adjacent notes, while the other proceeded with 
a scale or arpeggio: 
' 
Example 50a. Telemann, G.P. 
Example 50b. Handel, G.F. 
"Solo fur Flauto dolce" i n C major, 
from the Get reue Musikmeister, 
second move ent . 
''Sonata Ib" for Flauto traverso and 
Continuo from!! Sonate, Op. 1, 
Handel-Gesellschaft, Vol. 27. 
Frequently passages combined these two patterns thus: 
Example 51a. Frederick the Great. Sonata 1 ~ Q major for Flute 
~ Clavier, Werke, Vol. I. 
lh tl w Wt I ail rfr ,. I 
1$ Cr rr [r Er 'Em Ht fr Cr I 
Example 51b. Quantz, J.J. Trio-Sonate, C-dur, fur Blockflote, 
Querflote ~ Basso Continuo, first 
movement. 
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Other patterns attempted the two-voiced effect to an even greater 
degree by using very large skips to represent two lines of melody, 
the lower indicated by a line over the notes, the upper by dots: 
Example 52. Telemann, G.P. .. \ "Solo fur Flauto traversiere e 
Fondamento," from the Tafelmusik, 
.!m!; Bd. 61/62, P• 75. 
Still further examples of the representation of two lines by only 
one instrument are: 
Example 53a. Handel, G.F. "Sonata Ib" for Flauto traversQ and 
Continuo, from XV Sonate, Op. 1, first 
movement. Handel-Gesellschaft, Vol. 27. 
Example 53b. Bach, J.s. 
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Sonata ~ ~ major for Flute ~ Clavier, 
BWV 1031, Bach-Gesellschaft, Vol. 9, P• 31. 
In the compositions which have been selected as represen- · 
tative of chamber works of this period (1700-1770) and which are to 
be examined in some detail in the following chapter, all of these 
aspects of the treatment of the melodic lines for the recorder and 
the transverse flute will be evident. In addition we shall see 
how these melodic parts are combined with the other voices to form 
a musical.entity. 
II 
CHAPTER IV 
A FORMAL AND TEXTURAL ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATIVE 
CHAMBER COMPOSITIONS 
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The tremendous popularity of the transverse flute and the 
recorder in the 18th century quite na turally produced an enormous 
quantity of music , both original and "adapted". Because the great 
as well as the lesser composers wrote freely for these instruments, 
a collection of their music is thus representative of the century 
as a whole and is not confined to one type of composer, or to any 
particular form of composition. 
The repertoire of original music for transverse flute and 
recorder is greater than that of any other wind instrument, and it 
is impossible to analyze thoroughly all of the compositions for 
these instruments even in the limited period under discussion here. 
Therefore, a selected number of chamber compositions from this era 
have been chosen for formal , textural and harmonic analysis, as well 
as their treatment of the transverse flute or recorder and its re-
lation to the other parts. They form a representative cross-section 
which illustrates the diversity of forms and styles used in chamber 
ensembles which employed one or more transverse flutes or recorders 
as a part of the performing group . 
The compositions selected have been divided into the four 
"settings" or ensembles which have b en included in this particular 
investigation: (1) the duet for two melodic instruments, (2) the 
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solo sonata - one melodic instrument and basso continuo, (3) the 
trio sonata - two melodic instruments and basso continuo, and (4) 
the quartet - three melodic instruments and basso continuo or four 
melodic instruments. 
The unaccompanied duet for two similar or two different in-
struments achieved considerable popularity during the 18th century , 
both as an artistic medium and as a vehicle for amateur or peda-
gogical purposes. Such a setting could be contrapuntal in character 
with the two parts equivalent throughout, or homophonic, with the 
two parts persisting in progressions of parallel intervals. The 
polyphonic duet with its two well-defined and independent lines, 
was eventually neglected in favor of the homophonic, and toward the 
end of the century incessant successions of parallel thirds and 
sixths became fashionable8 However, the two types were often com-
bined by contrasting homophonic slow movements with polyphonic 
fast movements. 
The unaccompanied duet had some bearing on the disappearance 
of the thorough bass . 
Conscious of the omission of the continuo bass, 
composers tried to compensate for its absence by using 
intervals and progressions which sounded full to the 
ear harmonically. The development of the unaccompanied 
duet, a reincarnation from pre-continuo days, constituted 
one of the factors in the neglect and ultimate disappearance 
of a well-established continuo . 1 
1 Rowen, ~· cit., p . 140. 
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The French fostered the duet with similar instruments. 
"While the violin gave impetus to the unaccompanied solo, the 
transverse flute inspired composers toward the unaccompanied 
2 duet." B-etween 1709 and 1728, many French composers - Hotteterre, 
de la Barre, Philidor, Naudot, Blavet, etc. - wrote for two trans-
verse flutes without bass, and later in the century Germans such 
as Quantz, Telemann, Wilhelm Friedemann and Karl Philipp Emanuel 
Bach, continued to do so. With the exception of Telemann, their 
unaccompanied duets employed the transverse flute rather than the 
recorder. 
With regard to form and style the duets were traditional and 
undaring; most of the compositions examined contained the usual 
Baroque and Rococo influences. However, they are of interest in 
terms of this study in that they represent a setting which was ex-
tremely popular during the entire century, and that in the relation-
ship between the two voices, we find all of the possible combinations 
of melodic lines which were used in the trio sonatas (between the 
two upper voices), in the solo sonatas ·( between the "solo" and right 
hand of the clavier), and to some extent in the quartets. 
By way of illustration of these devices, the duets are pre-
sented at the beginning of this section; we shall discuss briefly 
the forms employed in the four duets selected, and then offer a 
summary of the relationship of the two melodic voices. 
2 Ibid., p. 139. 
I. ~org Philipp Telemann (1681-1767) 
"Duetto a 2 Flauti dolci, o a Flauti travers!, o a 
Viole di Gamba" from the Getreue Musikmeister, 1728. 
This duet is in four movements, three of which are quite 
contrapuntally oriented8 The opening movement, Affettuoso, is a 
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simple binary form, with two motives, each lengthened by imitation. 
The following Allegro is a simple fugue with a very balanced key 
scheme: Bb Eb Rb c mi. d mi. F. Eb Bb 
~------------------------------__J 
The third movement, Andante, is the most homophonic of the four; 
it is a Baroque repeated binary form, the second section of which 
is not so much a new theme as a presentation of the first theme in 
the relative major. The final Presto is an interesting little rondo, 
in which there is a transposition of parts in the second A section; 
it follows the plan: ABACAs The harmonic rhythm is moderate through-
out the composition, and the key schemes are based on the usual 
Baroque plan& 
II. Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773) 
"Duet No. 4" from Six Duets ill 1!:2, Flutes, Op. 2,. 
This duet by Quantz uses canonic and contrapuntal devices 
quite freely. There are three movements, all of which depend on 
re-stating the theme and further developing or "spinning" it out. 
The first movement has a canonic beginning at the unison which is 
dropped shortly and its motives enlarged upon. The same canon re-
appears at measure 49 a fourth lower in the dominant key, where it 
7'3 
is treated in the same way . The second and third movements are 
basically the same. The second movement themes are non-canonic 
and are employed in a quasi-recapitulation in the tonic. The 
voices are switched about in a Stimmtauch technique . The third 
movement is a repeated bar-form which is the same as the first 
movement , except for the repeats . The second half re-begins a 
canon transposed to the dominant: 
M o~e .,..e71r 3 : ( .Po"WI. ll:) 
* u: 0~- ----:1\: o- -o- 0~- :JI 
{Ca.-no ... ] 
The harmonic scheme is simple; the outside movements are in 
C major while the slower middle movement is in F major . All sec-
tiona are broadly in the same key; the middle section of each move-
ment uses the dominant for contrast . Harmonic rhythm is moderate. 
I I t . Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710-1784} 
Sonate, Es-dur, fur~ Floten (oder Violinen). 
This duet is entirely in the older polyphonic tradition, in 
which the lower part is considered a matched contestant with the 
upper . Essentially , the entire composition is based on canonic 
beginnings and development therefrom . None of the movements employ 
a repeat sign and all are through-composed . 
The first movement begins with a canon at the unison which 
is dr opped and spun out; a re-beginning occurs toward the end of 
the movement , and it is in turn re-developed into an ending. The 
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second movement is in the relative minor and consists of four be-
ginnings of the same canon and their subsequent derivations. The 
final movement has the character of a loose fugue with a rather 
long subject and interludes of various lengths. There are several 
strettos begun with the "head" of the subject, but these are not 
carried through. The key scheme is the usual tonic-relatives-tonic 
plan, but the tonic harmony on either end is short. The harmonic 
rhythm is rather restless throughout. Generally, the movements are 
rather "slippery" harmonically and tend to slip away into relative 
keys in the manner of Johann Sebastian Bach. 
IV. Karl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788) 
"Duet No. 1" from ~ ~ fur Flote ~ Violine. 
This duet for two unlike instruments consists of three move-
menta dependent on contrapuntal and sequential imitation. The 
first movement is a 45 measure through-composed form, beginning 
with a canon at the octave which is merely spun out. The other two 
movements employ a repeated bar form. The second begins with an-
other canon at the unison which is dropped and then used for devel-
opment down to the double bar, whereupon the canon is taken up once 
more in the dominant key. Near the end of this section the canon 
theme re-appears briefly and is expanded into an ending section: 
:JI: o --
--0 --o--
--- 116'-. __ __.., -----~'-If...-.. ____ ___. 
,. 
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The third movement consists of a non-canonic theme and its deriva-
tives, which is then re-worked in the second half: 
3 II= A · :fl: A' - . .., .. :II 
#/-
,___ .27 --. _. .__ 31..-.. __, 
The harmonic rhythm is difficult to determine, but it seems 
moderate. The key scheme is unremarkable and broad sections tend 
to remain in the same key without "slipping" off as in the previous 
duet by Wilhelm Friedemann Bach. 
Relationship of ~~Melodic Voices. 
'All of the composers which have been considered for this 
study utilized similar techniques in combining two melodic instru-
menta, whether in an unaccompanied form (as in the following exam-
ples) or in the "trio" setting, accompanied by a basso continuo. 
These techniques were even employed to some extent in the so-called 
"solo" sonatas in the relationship between the melodic instrument 
and the right hand of the clavier or even the bass line, and in the 
larger quartet forms. Examples of these techniques have been 
selected from the unaccompanied duets. 
1. Two voices moving in parallel motion: 
Example 54. Telemann, G.P~ \ "Duetto a 2 Flauti dolci," from 
the Getreue Musikmeister. 
2. Canonic imitation in which the first voice continues 
to play while the second answers: 
Example 55. Quantz, J.J. "Duet No. 4" from Six Duets for Two 
Flutes, Op. 2. --- ------
.3. Imitation which gives an "echo" effect: 
Example 56. Bach, W.F. Sonata, Es-dur, fur ..!!:!! Flo ten. 
I 
T 
r-t- I ....... ..... I 
~ 
I 
-
..... 
I ....., ...... I L..J_ 
4. The melody in o e voice accompanied by an orna-
mental line in the other voice: 
... 
...... 
-
Example 57. Quantz, J.J. "Duet No. 4" from Six Duets .!2.£ 1:!!2. 
Flutes, Op. 2. 
~- . -·- . 
llliiF-
II 
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5. A sustained tone in one voice, under {or over) which 
the other voice has a moving part: 
Example 58. Quantz, J.J. 
j . I 
"Duet No. 4" from Six Duets .!2!: 1:!.£ 
Flutes, Op. 2. 
I J 
- __.,.. 
- - -
6. Two independent lines of melody: 
Example 59. Telemann, G.P. 
'\ I 
' 
, 1\ I I 
"Duetto a 2 Flauti dolci," from 
the Getreue Musikmeister. 
I I ' I 
I 
-
7. Use of a syncopated rhythm which gives the effect of 
eighth-notes being tossed back and forth between the two 
voices: 
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Example 60. Bach, K.P.E. "Duet No. 1" from Zwei ~ fur Flote 
~ Violine. 
• 
. 
, r 
8. Transposition or inversion of parts: 
a. Literal transposition - Stimmtauch: 
Example 61a. Telemann, G.P. \ "Duetto a 2 Flauti dolci," 
the Getreue Musikmeister. 
\ t 
~ 
-- -- ·-
~t· ~ .... - ' 
..,._. ~ --..;; ~- __, 
" I 
... .. 
I r 
- -
._.. r 
I 
-- -- ·-
~~ ...... -
~ ..,._.. ........ ._... ......... i._.. 
b. Transposition at a different interval: 
Example 61b. Telemann, G.P. Same as Example 61a. 
.... 
' t 
-_.-;-_ -"";;'_ 
- ...--.............. 
I 
... -----· _......_ 
I 
-
....... I 
• .. -
" 
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from 
J 
j 
. 
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lli .§.2.!2 m Trio Sonatas. 
With regard to formal and stylistic aspects, the two set-
tings of a melodic-bass scoring, the "solo" sonata and the "trio" 
sonata, were for the most part quite similar. The trio setting, 
for two melodic instruments supported by the basso continuo (usu-
ally reinforced by a gamba or violoncello) was by far the most 
common instrumental ensemble of the late Baroque and it persisted 
even beyond mid-century. At the opening of the century the average 
trio sonata had combined elements of both of its predecessors, the 
sonata da camera and the sonata S! chiesa, and contained fugal move-
ments as well as movements based on the more homophonic dance forms. 
Such is the case with all of the trios selected for this section. 
Although the solo setting, for one melodic instrument and 
basso continuo , originated about the same time as the trio, 3 it 
was not as popular until later in the century, being better suited 
to the more homophonic character of the style galant and its utili-
zation of the unique character of the individual instrument, espe-
cially the wind instruments. Therefore, there were more numerous 
compositions in this medium for the transverse flute than for the 
recorder. Because only one melodic instrument was playing, there 
was more opportunity for the display of technical virtuosity. The 
exhibition of such virtuosity was to reach its height at the turn 
of the century, and the degeneration of flute music into airs and 
3Newman, w.s., The Sonata~ the Baroque~' p. 65. 
endless variations was predicted in the sonatas of Frederick the 
Great. 
Solo Sonatas. 
I. Georg Philipp Telemann {1681-1767) 
"Sonata, C-dur, fur Blockflote und Basso Continuo," from 
the Getreue Musikmeister. 
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This sonata from the Getreue Musikmeister, dated 1728, was 
called "Solo fur Flauto dolce" in the original manuscript and was 
written in the French violin clef in accordance with the practice 
of the times. Telemann wrote very skillfully for the recorder; in 
fact, he is considered by many recorder players as "their own pri-
vate composer, so much and so well did he write for the instrument."4 
This sonata, with its exploitation of such virtuosity as the instru-
ment allows and its carefully marked phrasing, affords one more ex-
ample of Telemann's mastery of recorder technique. 
~· The four movements of the sonata are in the customary 
slow-fast-slow-fast sequence of the Baroque. The short {15 measures) 
opening Cantabile is through-composed with the first two measures 
providing most of the material for motivic development. The harmony 
is primarily tonic and dominant and"the harmonic rhythm moves with 
the quarter note. The following Allegro is a standard repeated bar 
form: 
4Rowland-J ones, ..2.:2• ill•, p 20. 
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The harmonic rhythm moves slowly to accommodate the rapid passage 
work in the recorder part (see Example 62). There is no actual 
"theme" in the entire movement; the melodic line consists solely 
of passage work - successions of "note patterns" illustrated in 
Chapter III. The third movement, entitled Grave, is in the rela-
tive minor and is the most Baroque in character of all the move-
ments. It is through-composed with a long, wandering, amorphous 
theme containing many winding motives and very few rests. The 
harmonic rhythm is slow. The final Vivace is almost identical in 
form and style to the second movement. It is again a repeated bar 
form, with slow harmonic rhythm supporting extensive passage work 
in the recorder part. 
Treatment of ~ Recorder. This sonata can be described as 
a "show-piece" for the recorder; throughout the composition, the 
continuo is a supporting instrument, never becoming a second indivi-
dual voice. It is truly a "Solo" for flauto dolce as its title in-
dicates. The two fast movements provide an opportunity for the 
recorder to demonstrate the ~imits of its technical virtuosity. 
Frequently only a sustained tone appears in the continuo with the 
recorder performing with a flourish above it: 
Example 62. Telemann, G.P. "Solo fur Flauto dolce," 2nd movement. 
.. -. . . . . . . . ... I 
-
... 
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The range covered is the entire range of the instrument.- G' to 
G''' and the high register is freely used in the Vivace: 
,, 
Example 63. Telemann, G.P. "Solo fur F,lauto dolce," 4th movement • 
... 
--
In addition to extremes of range, the work contains extensive chro-
maticism in rapid sequential passages, another difficulty for the 
recorder: 
Example 64. Telemann, G.P. "Solo fur Flauto dolce," 2nd movement. 
Taken as a whole, the composition provided the recorder 
with the opportunity to display the limits of its technical capa-
cities in the fast movements, contrasted with tuneful slow move-
menta of a more Baroque character which were eminently appropriate 
to the cool tone quality of the instrument. Undoubtedly more 
idiomatic for recorder than the Sonata by.Georg Friedrich Handel 
which follows, it was nevertheless considerably more stereotyped 
musically. 
II 
II. Georg Friedrich Handel {1685-1759) 
Sonata .1!1 A minor ill Flauto dolce and Basso Continuo, 
Op. 1, No. 4. 
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This sonata is one of the Solos ill ~ German flute, ~ hobor, 
~ violin, !i!h ~ thorough ~ ~ the Harpsichord ~ ~ Violin, 
Op. 1, which were first published by Witvogel in Amsterdam about 
1724 and later by John Walsh in a "more correct" form in 1733. 
Instrumentation for the entire set is somewhat uncertain, but this 
sonata {No. 4) is generally considered to have been intended for the 
recorder, and is so indicated in the edition edited by F. Chrysander 
and published by the Handel-Gesellschaft. 
~· In the usual church plan, S-F-S-F, this sonata is an 
example of the older, more traditional sonata. The first movement, 
Larghetto, is a series of free variations over an equally free 
ground bass with a final cadence on the dominant to lead it into 
the following Allegro movement . This is an unremarkable repeated 
bar form, the second half of which serves as a re-development, or 
re-working of the same material in different keys. The third move-
ment, Adagio , is a short through-composed bridge to the next fast 
movement which ends on the dominant. The final Allegro is another 
bar form which is handled in the same manner as the second movement. 
Harmonic rhythm is moderately slow for the most part, but speeds up 
in places, most notably toward the end of sections or movements. 
The bass is a supporting agent, very harmony-oriented, outlining 
chords and leaping octaves. The melody is also shaped in this manner. 
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Treatment£!~ Recorder. Because of its range (G' to 
F'''), its overall style, and the sense of unity that pervades the 
four movements, this sonata is considered one of the classics of 
recorder literature. It was, of course, playable on either the 
recorder or the transverse flute, but the fact that most of the 
melodic line lies above C'', and its somewhat impersonal, less 
"expressive" character, make it more suitable for the detached 
quality of the recorder. 
In the first and second movements in particular, the recorder 
and bass are on equal footing. The opening Larghetto contains two 
distinct lines - the ground bass of the continuo combining the 
favori t'e dotted rhythm of Handel with a triplet figure, and the 
recorder playing its own rhythmic pattern with considerable use of 
this same ' triplet figure. This triplet is frequently sounded against 
the dotted rhythm as follows: 
Example 65. Handel, G.F. 
.... ~ 
3 
., 
-
:~:,_._.,. 
, 
.. I IIIII 
Sonata~ Flauto ~Continuo, Op. 1, 
No. 4, first movement. 
-· 
_, 
• ~ 
_....._ 
._, _. 
.. ~ I 
..L! ~~ ~ 3 +~-
-
• 
--
.... 
This is perhaps what Horton means when he says that the narrow 
range of tone color of the treble recorder is "cunningly disguised 
.. 
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by interesting detail in the continuo part." 5 
In the second movement the continuo plays an almost continu-
ous "Alberti" bass, over which the recorder has a melody consisting 
for the most part of arpeggiated chords. In the final Allegro, 
there is some imitation between the two voices as the following 
example demonstrates: 
Example 66. Handel, GsF. Sonata ill Flauto ~ Continu·o, Op. 1, 
No. 4, 4th movement. 
It was his imaginative treatment of material, coupled with 
transparent texture, fresh rhyt:Qms, and "songful" melodies, which 
set Handel's sonatas apart from the more stereotyped works of 
Telemann or Mattheson, even though Handel did not treat the re-
corder per ~ in any more idiomatic manner than did Telemann. 
5Horton, John, "The Chamber Music," in Handel, .!!. Symposium, 
P• 253. 
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III. Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) 
Sonata in! major for Transverse Flute and Basso 
Continuo. BWV 1035 
The sonata for a solo instrument and figured bass, which 
was so widely used during this period, did not really interest 
Bach; it was not too well suited for the rich polyphonic and har-
monic texture of his musical language. However, he did write four 
sonatas in this form, one for violin and bass, the other three for 
transverse flute and continuo. These latter three were probably 
products of his early years at Cothen t1717-1723). 6 
~· This sonata has four movements, three of which are 
bar forms with a re-beginning at the second half. It is both edi-
fying and instructive to observe the similarity and individuality 
with which each is constructed. The first movement is a slow, 
through-composed form of twenty measures; the beginning thematic 
motif is not repeated but rather evolved or developed. Movement 
two, the first of the bar forms, contains dynamic indications of 
the simple "terrace-dynamic" type common to the Baroque. The 
opening theme consists of three phrases, the last of which is ex-
tended to the double bar. The second half is a re-beginning in F# 
minor which is repeated sequentially and i s then developed for 16 
measures, whereupon the original theme and key re-appear. The 
third phrase is inverted and extended into the ending section. 
6 Newman,~· £11•• p. 271. 
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Seven measures from the end the head" of the theme is stated in 
the bass and repeated sequentially: 
A ile,~, CP) C-'J (Re-b4e,, ... .,.,.~,J -" R~<a..p. 
2- II= J_ :L 3 - : fl ::~ 1 - j_ ---- 1. .z. 3 -----:1\ jf(~) I'' 
'-"' hea..;~ 1L Cp) CJ!) 
·r ...__ 32.. - __J 
The third movement is a Siciliano in 6-8 time . The bar 
form of two repeated sections is used once more and there is again 
a re-beginning at the double bar ; but here we see that the theme 
appears in canon at the 15th at the distance of three canonic units 
(that is , t:!lree dotted-quarter-notes) in the bass each time . The 
canon is dropped after the fifth measure from the beginning and 
after the third measure from the double bar: 
( e~~ .. ...,> """'Re -be~l~_,, ... ~ 
~ (1: o~- ____ :ll: o ~- _ .. _. :II 
I.- J2...-. I l fit,..-. 
The bar form of the final movement could be considered as a small 
repeated rondo form - the theme is stated twice within each section: 
Alle,ro a..SSfi..i 
~II= R-(B)-A- (CJ-:U:A- (D)-A-coJ4._ :/I 
__ __.J .:lB .-... ' L 
The two halves are the same length and the second half , texturally 
at least, seems to be a variation of the first, with the rhythm 
following the same broad outlines and the motion inverted . 
The bass enjoys a four-measure solo near the beginning of 
this movement , and indeed has entered from time to time as an equal 
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partner in the melodic development. Texturally, the bass and flute 
parts are always contrapuntally compatible as to motion. As might 
be suspected, Bach's harmonic rhythm moves rather rapidly, usually 
at the pace of the respective eighth-notes, including the first 
movement. All the movements are in E major except for the Siciliano 
which is in the highly improbable (for the transverse flute) key of 
C# minor. The usual key scheme is present, except that in Bach's 
case, the duration of the tonic key at either end of the movements 
is always shorter than in the works of other composers. 
Treatment ~ the Transverse Flute . This is an unusual key 
for the f8th century transverse flute, and one which is rarely en-
countered. ~he sharps in the key signature combined with additional 
accidentals throughout the sonata render it a difficult piece of 
work for this instrument with regard to fingering. Although the 
range covered, E' toE''', is somewhat wide for this period, the 
usual average range is utilized, G' to B''. TheE''' is used only 
once, and presents an excellent example of Bach's use of a high note 
as the point of climax of a movement. The remaining 12 measures of 
·' 
the first movement after the first eight-measure phrase, are one 
long phrase which comes to a climax in the next to the last measure 
on an E' '·', then falls to a cadence on E': 
Example 67. Bach, J.S. Sonata ln! major, BWV 1035, first movement. 
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This movement also utilizes extensively the coloristic differences 
which exist in the three registers of the transverse flute. 
In the first, second and most of the fourth movements~ the 
continuo acts merely as an accompaniment or harmonic bass. In the 
Siciliano , however, a definite duet exists between the flute and 
the bass: 
Example 68. Bach, J.S. Sonata ill! major, BWV 1035, 3rd movement. 
-
-
This movement is also noteworthy for the presence of dynamic indi-
cations, factors generally left to the discretion of the player. 
Although most sources consider this and other sonatas in 
this form of little value in regard to the development of form and 
style, from the point of view of the transverse flute part alone, 
they do not differ extensiv ly from the more complex sonatas for 
transverse flute and obbligato cembalo. 
IV. Karl Philipp Emanuel Bach {1714-1788) 
Sonata A Cembalo obligato ~ Flauto, Wq. 86. 
Berlin, 1755. 
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The chamber music of K.P.E. Bach's Rerlin years was for the 
most part music of a transitional phase. There was still evidence 
of the influence of his father and of the Baroque era in general -
in this particular sonata the fugal character of the work and the 
maintenance of the same key throughout are definite Baroque fea-
tures . On the other hand, this music began to display evidences of 
the style galant in the lighter quality of the compositions and a 
more idiomatic treatment of the individual instrument s. 
~· This sonata, in G major , consists of three long move-
menta that are all based in part upon a canonic-fugal play between 
the transverse flute and the right hand of the clavier part, which 
is written out except for passages of lesser thematic importance . 
The first and third movements {Andante and Allegro) begin with a 
theme in the flute which is answered in the dominant by the right 
hand of the clavier . The process is reversed in the middle movement 
lAllegretto ) where the subject is stated by the upper clavier part 
and answered by the flute. This fugal-canonic play is continued 
for quite some time before both parts dissolve into free melodic 
conversation. 
The first movement is an unrepeated form with an identify-
able second theme and a short recapitulation . The second is a bar 
form whose second half is a re-development of the first in the 
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dominant; both halves begin with the theme in the right hand of 
the keyboard and are echoed by the flute in the dominant at seven 
and six measures respectively. The third movement uses the same 
plan, but is more fugue-like, having more canonic or fugal en-
trances. The transverse flute begins the first half, the clavier 
the second. A secondary subject is reminiscent of the theme of 
the second movement. 
The bass line is a supporting voice except for minor ex-
cursions into the melodic material. Harmonic rhythm is rather 
slow, often occupying the entire measure. The key scheme is G 
major with a central section in not too distantly related keys. 
Modulation is much slower than the restless motion found in J.S. 
Bach's music, and broad sections are generally in the same key. 
Treatment£!~ Transverse Flute . K.P.E. Bach's work in 
Berlin with the King's excellent musicians helped to familiarize 
him with the technical possibilities of the instruments, and he 
often used them in a truly idiomatic manner. Such is the case in 
this sonata. Although the usual range of the transverse flute , 
G' to D''', is still utilized for the most part in this work, the 
entire range covered is from E' to E'''• and the higher notes are 
used to good effect . The transverse flute part is soloistic, but 
at the same time quite melodic. Even in the Allegro there are no 
long passages of great technical difficulty, and there is much less 
use of "note-pattern" figures than in the sonatas of Telemann and 
Handel. There is considerable use of the favorite 18th-century 
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articulation, ~ ,however. 
--
As previously mentioned, this sonata is a real duet between 
the transverse flute and the right hand of the clavier. As such 
it contains all of the effects employed in the duets for two melo-
die instruments - parallel motion, canonic imitation, transposition 
of parts, etc. The duet character is even carried to the point 
where the flute part drops below the upper clavier part in places 
in the first movement: 
Example 69. Bach, K.P.E. ' Sonata ~ Cembalo obligato ~ Flauto, 
Wq. 86. First movement. 
A.,J-.-.,te. 
~ .. ~.Jr ~ 
-f-1- - -
Jt 
,.., 
._ ~~ -"'IIIII!L 
CIA."' ...... -. ''-I ....... 
In the second movement particularly we find examples of these 
melodic effects; one such is the sustaining of one voice while 
the other has a moving part: 
Example 70. Bach, K.P.E. \ Sonata a Cembalo obligato ~ Flauto, 
Wq. 86.- 2nd movement • 
...... 
- ..... 
-r 
, 
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Another is the combination of parallel motion contrasted by the 
echoing of one voice by the other: 
' Example 71. Bach, K.P.E. Senate !:. Cembalo obligato~ Flauto, 
Wq. 86. 2nd movement. 
Jt ~· ... + ~_,_ #.-# . ..JL .... 
., 
--
~ 
'~ .. . 
-
- ..... • • 
·-
-3 3 3 
l'll.li _ ... 
-
J.fl 
-
. -----
~ ~ ........... ~ 
This sonata represents a work in which the player of the 
transverse flute has the opportunity to display his technical skill 
and at the same time play a melodic part which is well suited to 
the beautiful tone quality of the instrument. In addition, the 
transverse flute and the cla ier are an integral part of one another; 
neither part is complete without the other • 
.. 
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V. Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773) 
tt u Sonate, E-moll, ~ Flote ~ Klavier. 
Quantz was one of the most important figures in the Berlin 
o~ North German School, not only for his vast quantity of music, 
but above all for his writings on the flute, and on music in gen-
eral, which were influential in establishing the musical aesthetics 
of the time. He is credited with over 300 concerti and 150 sonatas 
for transverse flute which are still in manuscript in various lib-
raries and museums in Potsdam and Berlin, because Frederick the 
Great forbade the publication of his music. 
Despite the fact that he paid much attention to the ·style 
galant in his famous treatise, Versuch einer Anweisung ~ Flote 
traversi~re ~ spielen , and in his autobiography, in his music he 
leaned mainly toward the Baroque, particularly in his chamber mus-
ic. Although a most virtuostic style was evident in the concerti, 
the smaller chamber ensembles are much more conservative in charac-
ter. His formal models, in most cases, were the sonatas of Tartini. 
His harmonies and melodies were innocuous if not monotonous, and a 
simple, unchanging ideal was followed from year to year, an ideal 
fostered by his patron.?, 
~· This sonata follows the pattern that Quantz used the 
most - it is in three movements in the order S-F-F. The opening 
Adagio cantabile is in two sections as follows: 
7Helm, Ernest Eugene, Music ~ !h! Court ~ Frederick ~ 
Great , P• 167. 
I ne.,..e. ----(£ ~) (-. .. J,) I 
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The free, Baroque melody of the opening theme makes extensive use 
of the Lombardic figure ~, , a common trait of 18th century Ger-
8 
man composers . (See Example 73a) 
The second and third movements are customary repeated bar 
forms with the usual key relationships . Both have a second section 
which is twice the length of the first and both are somewhat "choppy" 
rhythmically . The second movement , Presto, alternates several meas-
ures of the figure l J J with another rhythm , m n. The final 
Moderato is most unusual in that it alternates a rather flowing mel-
ody in quarter-notes, marked amoroso ~ piano , with a triplet figure 
marked staccato forte . This pattern is maintained throughout the 
mo ement: 
Example 72 . Quantz , J.J. Sonate , E-moll, f~r Flote ~ Clavier , 
third movement. 
Treatment £1 the Transverse Flute . Quantz is credited with 
being one of the earliest to write idiomatically for the transverse 
8 Ibid . , P• 59 . 
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flute, particularly as a solo instrument. When he began composing 
for it about 1720 , only a handful of composers had seriously inter-
ested themselves in it, and most of these were French - Hotteterre , 
Loeillet, Mercy, Blavet. Charles Burney wrote of Quantz: 
The scarcity of pieces, composed expressly for the 
German flute, was such, at this period, that the per-
formers upon the instrument were obliged to adopt those 
of the hautbois , or violin, and by altering or trans-
posing, accommodate them to their purpose, as well as 9 they could. This stimulated Quantz to compose for himself. 
Although there is no indication as to which "flute" Quantz 
intended for this sonata, the transverse one or the recorder, the 
range, D' toE'' ' and the key of E minor rule out the possibility 
of the latter. It is obviously a sonata for the transverse flute, 
and Quantz uses the instrument freely, rarely limiting himself to 
a "diatonic" melody. The two themes of the opening movement range 
over every interval from the second to the octave: 
Example 73a. Quantz, J.J. Sonata, E-moll, fur Flote ~ Clavier , 
first movement, first theme. 
~jfr r G Ufi pfiC! ti{J(·*rr¢f1 
l$w \1 f feb· fey I Q , .. 
9Burney, Charles, The Present State of Music in Germany, 
1h! Netherlands,~~ United Provinces, Vol. II, p. 171. 
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Example 73b. Quantz, J.J. Sonate, E-moll, fur Flote und Clavier, 
first movement, second theme. 
Extremely wide leaps are rare, but there are one or two in the 
Presto, such as: 
Example 74. Quantz, J.J. Sonata, E-moll, fur Flote und Clavier, 
second movement. 
He employs the stereotyped "note-patterns" in the fast movements 
with the same frequency as most of his predecessors. Perhaps the 
figure most typical of Quantz in this composition is the long 
succession of triplets outlining triads found in the the Presto: 
Example 75. Quantz, J.J. · ' •• fl Sonata, E-moll, .!!!!: Flote und Clavier, 
second movement. 
This figure was a great favorite of Frederick the Great, and Quantz, 
always the dutiful court composer, included it in most of his compo-
sitions for the transverse flute. 
.. 
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VI. Frederick the Great (1712-1786) 
Sonata !Il ~ Q major for Flute and Clavier. 
Frederick the Great, who ruled from 1740 to 1786, had a 
thorough understanding of the transverse flute and composed for it 
over a period of twenty years. His compos itions for the instru-
ment consist of 121 sonatas for flute and cembalo, 4 concerti for 
flute and string orchestra, and 4 books of Solfeggi for flute. 10 
His own sonatas and concerti plus those of his teachert Quantz, he 
played for many years according to a fixed plan of rotation and an 
amusingly rigid method of procedure. 11 Frederick studied both flute 
and composition with Quantz, and the King's sonatas hardly deviate 
from his teacher's model. In all of the sonatas the plan of move-
ments is Slow~Fast-Very fast; the first movements are usually 
through-composed or in ABA form, and the second and third movements 
are most often in simple binary form with each section repeated 
with the usual key schemes. 
l£!m• This sonata in G major follows the customary plan in 
the or1ier of movements: Adagio Jill poco andante, Allegretto, and 
Presto . It is characterized by a very florid melodic line and an 
extremely simple bass full of repeated notes and chord members . The 
opening movement is a slow unrepeated form which contains a re-be-
ginning in the dominant one-third of the way through. The rest of 
10 Helm, .2:2.• cit., p. 41. 
11 Newman, .2:2.• cit., P• 299. 
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the movement consists of spinning out the second beginning to a 
close . The second movement seems to be an unbalanced repeated bar 
form. The secon hal is ore than twice as long as the first 
but closer examination reveals a literal recapitulation in both 
parts half way through this section which evens out the form. The 
third and final movement is somewhat more interestin • Here again 
a repeated bar form is used; the dotted figure i re-begun at the 
double bar and deve oped in the dominant key. The final third of 
this section is almost identical with its counterpart in the first 
section but is transposed to the tonic: 
~ "R t! b e'~'""";.,..' 
n ~ -37 -- : fl = lf~ --- =n 
L .J J tL-_ ___ j 
The harmonic rhythm of the first two movements is somewhat 
uneven, now slow, now fast. In the final movement it is more even, 
progressing at the rate of the quarter-note. Simple tonic-dominant-
tonic sections govern the key scheme, which is in no way remarkable. 
Treatment £! ~ Transverse Flute. All of Frederick s 
sonatas have movements of virtuostic character, written to show off 
his own technical ability (which was considerable), and this work 
is no exception. Both the Allegretto and the Presto are hardly more 
than feats of pyro-technics for the flute, with the clavier having 
a primarily chordal accompanimente The high register is still not 
really utilized, but the two octaves from D' to D''' are freely 
••• 
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employed. 
Frederick's slow movements offer the most interesting 
glimpse into the composer's personality. They are invariably 
suffused with feeling, depicting the sentimental Frederick who, 
"in De Catt's memoirs, weeps when remenbering hie childhood, or 
when reading a scene from Racine, or when moved by the loyalty of 
his soldiers. 1112 They tend to be too sentimental, and the Adagio 
of this sonata follows this pattern; it is very mannered, filled 
with all the trills and turns of the Rococo. 
The Allegretto contains a good deal of rapid scale work, 
such as: 
Example 768 Frederick the Great. Sonata in~ major, 2nd movement. 
including a figure which is almost a glissando at both cadences: 
Example 77. Frederick the Great. Same. 
/ 
12Helm, ££• £11., P• 52 
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The Presto is a continuation of the same, with the addition of 
abundant use of "note-patterns", wide leaps, and other feats of 
technical virtuosity; 
Example 78. Frederick the Great • . Sonata~ Q major, 3rd movement. 
A+though possessing a certain stylized charm, these sonatas 
of Fred~rick the Great are for the most part harbingers of the de-
generation of transverse flute music which was to begin around the 
turn of the century. ~ With the addition of keys between 1770 and 
1800, music for this instrument soon became mere display of tech-
nique, usually taking the form of airs with endless variations. 
If 
Trio Sonatas: 
I. Johann Christian Schickhardt (1680-1740) 
Sonata VI for!!£ Alto Recorders (~Flutes) ~ ~· 
This sonata consists of six movements: Allegro tf ), 
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Adagio ( ~ ), Presto ( C ), Menuet ( ~ ), Allegro ( C ), and Gigue ( fi ). 
Although all six movements are through-composed and no signs of re-
capitulation nor any attempt at same appear anywhere in the compo-
sition, all may be said to contain a vague ABA outline, even though 
the B section is only manifest in the contrasting key. The first 
and second movements contain no repeats. The former is through-
composed on a single rhythmic motif and its derivatives, and the 
latter is based upon the simple Baroque technique of "spinning out" 
a beginning motif until inspiration falters, then re-beginning with 
the same motif andre-spinning, and so on. This movement (the sec-
ond) seems to have the function of bridging the space between the 
first and third movements, and, indeed, ends on a C major chord, 
the V of the key. The other four movements are repeated bar forms. 
The Presto, Menuet and Allegro employ the same scheme of one phrase, 
repeat; two phrases, repeat, as follows: 
Presto: C IJ; -8- =II= -Ita -:1/ 
Menuet: ~ JJ:- 8- ;JI: - /8-:11 
Allegro: C II~ - ~-:/J: -l.lf-:1/ 
'- I pl,-r.-..sc ..J .._ :t. ,,.,a,scs -l 
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The Gigue is made up of a repeated four-measure phrase and a longer 
section of three irregular phrases : 
Gigue: Jl: -If -;ft: --1~--=11 
The harmony and key scheme of the composition are likewise 
simple. Harmonic rhythm is nowhere faster than the quarter-note 
(including the dotted-quarter note of the Gigue) . All movements 
open in the main key of F major. The middle section of the first 
movement goes into C major, then D major, and back to F toward the 
end. The second movement is similar, except for an extended ca-
dence in C which serves as a bridge to the next movement. The 
other four movements employ this same scheme - an opening in F 
major , middle section in C major, with digressions to related keys , 
then an ending in F major . The continuo bass is undistinguished 
and does not figure in the melodic interest except as a subsidiary 
part . 
Treatment £! ~ Recorder ~ Relationship of Parts . The 
introduction to this edition states that Schickhardt was called 
"a great flute player and a celebrated composer of flute music," 
by John Hawkins. Numerous sonatas of his have been preserved and 
published in recent years . The original titles of many of them 
indicate a choice of flauto, oboe or violin as the solo instrument; 
however, their primary design for recorder is clearly marked by 
limitations of range and other technicalities. 
The ranges covered are: Recorder I-F' toE'''; Recorder II-
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G' to D'''. Notes below C'' are infrequent in the first part; the 
notes A', G' and F' occur in passages with large leaps in the first 
movement, such as: 
Example 79. Schickhardt, J.C. Sonata !I, first movement. 
Both parts stay in the octave C'' to C''' for the most part, which 
is the customary recorder range •. 
In the first movement the first part is much more difficult 
than the second. The melodic line in the upper voice is unusually 
"skippy," containing figures such as the above example frequently, 
in addition to several of the two-voiced effects such as those men-
tioned on'pages 65 and 66. against this, the second recorder has 
such passages as: 
Example 80. Schickhardt, J.C. Sonata !I, first movement. 
In the other movements, the two melodic instruments are mostly in 
parallel motion; and except for the fact that Recorder I is almost 
always higher, the two parts are equal. The parts cross infrequent-
ly. There is no use of the contrasting of various textures, such 
as will be seen in most of the trios to follow. Both melodic parts 
move constantly, either in parallel motion or in two different 
II 
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rhythmic patterns. 
This sonata represents the late 17th or very early 18th 
century "sonata" having numerous movements of a dance character, 
a straightforward bass line, and two melodic voices which are 
somewhat imitative, but generally move together. It was ·perfectly 
suited to the range and technical limitations of the Baroque 
recorder. 
II. Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767) 
Trio Sonata, C-moll (aus den Essercizii Musici) fur 
BlOCkflote, ~ ~ Basso Continuo. 
~· In four movements of the usual order, S-F-S-F, this 
sonata reveals a very interesting formal scheme. The opening 
Largo is through~composed although a slight reference is made to 
the beginning motif near the end. There are three sections: a 
spun-out beginning, a derivative middle section and a condensed 
re-development of the beginning Telemann very definitely felt 
the need for thematic recapitulation both here and even more 
strongly in the following movements . 
The second movement is a ~ capo form but the repeat is 
written out literally: 
v," .. e.C!. " I 
,, II ( «ereti f;o~ urri ff C"l7 ou.f) 8 
[~. " (.3") II ( lq ) "] 8 F•~e 31t. 
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The third movement is also recapitulated near the end. The 
final Allegro is a bar-form fugue: 
---52---
The second half begins with an exposition of a new subject which 
is quickly "squelched" by a re-statement of the original subject in 
the bass. This is followed by a development of the original sub-
ject, an elongation of the same, and brief coda. 
In this fourth movement the continuo is us d as a supporting 
agent until the subject enters. Four measures of silence precede 
the first entry in the bass to give, the theme more emphasis. The 
bass in the third movement employs a steady repeated-note figure 
which might be described as a loose, modulating ground bass, of the 
descending tetrachord type, but jumps around too much to fit into a 
tight definition of the term. In general, Telemann's treatment of 
the bass line resembles Handel's in its use of the familiar octave 
leap, but this in turn is a rather common figure in this period. 
The harmonic rhythm moves in the respective quarter notes of 
the movements The usual harmonic scheme is present except for the 
fact that the key of the dominant for a contrasting middle section 
is avoided in favor of the relative major in most cases. The third 
movement is in the relative major, Eb. 
Treatment of the Recorder ~ Relationship ~ Parts . The 
range of the recorder part is from G' to F'''; this fact, coupled 
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with a key containing three flats indicate that this composition 
was originally intended for the recorder, although certain modern 
editions substitute transverse flute. The recorder and the oboe 
are both treated effectively and expressively. For the most part, 
there are no large leaps in the recorder line with the exception 
of the final Allegro which gets quite "jumpy" in spots: 
Example 81. Telemann, G.P. Trio-Sonate, C-moll, 4th movement. 
~he relationship between the two melodic lines is the usual 
combination of independent part, parallel motion, and so forth. 
In the Largo there are examples of the "echo" effect and of trans-
position of parts: 
Example 82. Telemann, G.P. 
,,, 
1\ I 
1\ I 
..... _. 
-
-----
"'' . 
Trio-Sonate, C-moll, first movement. 
-
-
..... ----...... 
13-
-
• 
-
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• 
-
- "" 
• 
-
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Example 83• T~lemann, G.P. Trio-Sonate, C-moll, first movement. 
" '-
__._.. • - • it... -fl.. 
- ~ 
The Vivace is almost entirely an alternation of imitative passages 
with phrases in parallel motion. Similarly, the Andante employs 
this system. The final movement is primarily imitative. 
It is evident in this sonata that Telemann was not writing 
for the skilled professional or virtuoso. He utilized the recorder 
to its be~t effects, without pushing it to the limits of its capa-
bilities (as he did in the Quartet from the Tafelmusik, discussed 
on pages 122 to 127), thus insuring himself of repeated performances 
of the sonata, as well as providing suitable literature for this 
type of ensemble. 
III. Reinhard Keiser (1674-4739) 
\ Sonata 1 ~ l ~ Flauto traverse, Violino ~ Cembalo. 
Although Reinhard Keiser is known primarily as the North 
German who developed opera significantly in Hamburg, there are 
three trio sonatas for transverse flute, violin and cembalo known 
through manuscripts in Rostock, dated 1720. One of these has been 
chosen here because it was somewhat unusual to find the flauto 
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trave~ specifically indicated at such an early date. 
Form. The four movements of this sonata are best described 
as through-composed Variety is obtained by the key contrast of a 
middle section. The first movement is repeated .i!l .iQ!Q.; the other 
thre•~ are repeated binary forms: 
1. Lento: _, II' ~s-- :11 1/ • :» -L ... :J) 
#R~,~;.,..,.;.,., 
c. IJ: - 1s -:11: ,~,- :u 
~ ~ ~ 2. Allegro: 
Lamentabile: I:L II~ -IS --:11: --II. __ ;II 8 J) A .J> 
--3.1/ :II= 3? :11 
A b P 4. Allegro: ' If: J) 
The second movement has a "re-beginning' at the double bar; none 
of the other movements have a re-statement of the original theme, 
but are "spun-out." However, it is just possible that the repeti-
tior.L of one or more sections achieved the same effect in the mind 
of the composer. The third movement is note-worthy in that the 
basn could be taken as a loose, modulatory passacaglia of the 
lachrymose, chromatic type. The melody employs a dotted triplet 
mot:Lf which is so steady that one is unable to distinguish any 
idelltifiable melody. 
The harmony of this composition is colored by Keiser's 
unusual preoccupation with subdominant harmony The harmonic 
rhythm is slow, sometimes occupying an entire measure with the 
same chord. The key scheme is the usual restless middle section 
surrounded on either end by tonic-key harmony. It is in these 
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middle sections that most of the unusual progressions involving 
the IV chord occur. The middle sections of the first movement and 
the second section of movement two are in the key of E minor, where~ 
as the last two movements are more solidly based on the tonic-domi-
nant-tonic principle. 
The bass of the continuo part is characterized by inter-
mittont rests, allowing the two upper parts to have solo passages, 
and 13everal "tasto solos." The passacaglia-like bass of the third 
move1nent has already been mentioned. Aside from these features, 
the 'oass is of no further interest from a melodic or formal point 
of view. Texturally, these movements are characterized by a mild, 
~ertato style contrasted with sections in parallel motion and 
rhythm. The first and fourth movements begin canonically and there 
are imitative spots scattered throughout. The employment of a 
sim~le, uncomplicated rhythm renders an open musical fabric except 
for the slow movement, which is somewhat muddy .. 
~atment ~ the Transverse Flute and Relationship of Parts. 
Thi~l is a typical early 18th century work, which takes into con-
sidoration the technical limitations of the transverse flute of that 
per:Lod. The range is very limited; G#' to D'' is the range covered, 
but the majority of the flute line lies between A' and B''· Chroma-
tic:i.sm is not extensive and there are no unusual leaps. The flute 
is almost always above the violin. Once in the first movement it 
drops below to play a measure of thirds in parallel motion; in the 
second movement there is one instance of the violin having a sus-
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tained tone above a moving line in the flute part, being just the 
opposite of a very common de.vice in transverse flute music of this 
period: 
Example 84. Keiser, R~ Sonata 1 ~ 2, first movement. 
~,, 
In the third movement the flute and .violin cross for several 
measures, but the movement is all in parallel motion. 
Between the two upper parts Keiser employs the principle of 
"contrasting textures," a device found in most of the trios, duos 
and quart~ts of the early 18th century. The two voices may be in 
imitation, as at the opening of the Lento: 
~ mple 85a. Keiser, R. \ Sonata l ~ 1, first movement: 
--·-. 
or moving in parallel motion as in the following section of the 
same movement: 
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Example 85b. Keiser, R. \ Sonata I A 2, first movement. 
\JJr .,-f*-.,+.,+ .1'-- .... ~-""" ,. ___ 
- . --
- -
or having one voice sustained while the other has a moving part: · 
Example 85c. Keiser, R • \ Sonata 1 ~ l• second movement. 
• -
-
Another texture, that of two independent lines moving at the same 
time, is used only briefly by Keiser. 
This sonata represents the typical "trio-sonata" of the 
early part of the century, in the conventional S-F-S-F church plan, 
with a suggestion of a dance characteristic in the third movement, 
in this case, a siciliano. It was well suited to the 18th century 
transverse flute in its limitations of range and chromaticism, but 
provided the instrument with an opportunity to display its control 
of dynamic level and its more "expressive" tone color (as opposed 
to the recorder), which was so in keeping with the Style galant. 
, 
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IV . Johann Sebastian Bach {1685-1750) 
Sonata , G-dur , fur Flote , Violine und Bezifferten ~· 
BWV 1038 . 
This sonata is a transcription of the G major violin sonata , 
and there has been considerable speculation as to its authenticity 
in this form However, Geiringer states that this arrangement must 
have satisfied Bach , as it is preserved in his own handwriting . 13 
Williams. Newman dates it approximately in the Weimar period {1708-
17) . 14 
It is the sole use of the violin scordatura in Bach ' s works . 
He desires the player to tune the t o upper strings a tone lower 
and consequently writes the part out a tone high r thus: ·~. 
As there is nothing in the violin part that could not ~ 
equally well be pla ed with the strings tuned in the ordinary way, 
Bach' s purpose in prescribing this peculiar tunign can only have 
been to get a softer timbre , that would blend better with that of 
the transverse f ute . 15 
The sonata contains four movements in the church plan, Slow-
Fast-Slow-Fast. The first three movements are through-composed and 
the fourth is a three-voiced fugue. None of the movements repeat; 
however, the melodic-forma unity is somehow complete in all move-
13Geiringer, ~~Family, P• 279 , note 2. 
14 Newman, ~· £11. , p. 272 
15
schweitzer, A., ~-~ ~. Vol . I, p. 402 . 
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menta. To describe Bach's melodic technique as "spinning out an 
initial motif" seems somehow inadequate. Canonic imitation and 
derivative development would be a more descriptive assessment . 
The 3-voiced fugue is self-explanatory. The bass, far from being 
a mere figured support, is an active, independent voice, which 
takes part in the imitative writing, contains melodic bits, and 
has very little connection with the standard basso continuo . Har-
monically, the result is that the three voices are complete in 
themselves and hardly require the harpsichord to fill out the chords 8 
The texture of the entire sonata is heavily contrapuntal. 
The harmonic rhythm moves very rapidly by comparison with 
the other trio sonatas under consideration. All the movements are 
in G major except for the slow third movement, which is in the rel-
ative minor. Modulation is rapid except for the extremities of e 
each movement and is usually confined to skipping back and forth 
between related keys. The first movement cadences on D major as a 
preparation for the second movement. This sonata is a complete 
contrast to all the others under consideration because of its thick 
contrapuntal texture, the independence of the bass, and the homo-
geneity of its movements, which, however, are neither recapitulated 
nor repeated. 
Treatment of ~ Transverse Flute ~ 11! Relation to the 
Other Voices. Although Bach made great technical demands on the 
flutist, he did not in this sonata go to any extremes of range. 
The range covered is from D' toE''', but the average range played I 
I 
I 
j 
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is the usual one of the period, G' to B''• The key is one of the 
most common for the transverse flute, and the technical demands 
are not as great as in the solo sonatas . The chief difficulty for 
the flute is the maintenance of the extremely long phrases. In 
the opening Largo the flute must maintain a phrase for three and 
a half measures; at that point there is a 16th-note rest followed 
by a 6-measure phrase and an 8th-note rest: 
Example 86. Bach, J.S. Sonata, G-dur, first movement. 
' 
Ideally, these long lines should not be br oken by breathing, and 
the flutist's problem is intensified by the fact that he is com-
peting with a violin and harpsichord which have no difficulty in 
maintaining such lines. 
The three voices are of equal importance and the texture 
is entirely contrapuntal. Although the flute is abov& the violin 
i 
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more often than not, the two melodic parts do cross rather freely, 
and this presents another difficulty in presenting three equal 
melodic lines. The considerably heavier timbre of the violin is 
very likely to cover that of the flute when the latter drops into 
the lower octave, as in these two excerpts from the first movement: 
Example 87. Bach, J.S. Trio-Sonata, G-dur, first movement. 
I . 
... 
-------
• • 
.. - .. _ 
-
This sonata is unique among the trio sonatas, both for the 
reasons previously mentioned (page 113) and for its treatment of the 
transverse flute. No allowances are made for the technical limita-
tiona of this instrument; it is merely another voice, taking an ac-
tive part in the counterpoint with two other, much more powerful, 
instruments. 
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!h.!! Quartets. 
The early quartets or "quadros" were made up of a combination 
of two treble instruments, a gamba and continuo. Sometimes these 
so-called quartets were in effect trios, in that the gamba and the 
continuo bass were identical; however, the gamba often broke away 
from the bass line to play solo passages of considerable length, 
and at times there were actually four melodic lines moving at once. 
Quantz called the quartet "the touchstone of the true contrapun-
talist," and cited Telemann as the outstanding composer of such a 
16 form. In the quartet from the Tafelmusik by Telemann, there is 
some of that composer's most effective writing, and in the very 
French Quatuor in ~ minor there is ample illustration of his attempt 
at using the gamba (or violoncello) in a manner independent of the 
continuo. 
I. Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767) 
• 
"Quatuor in B minor" from Nouveaux Quatuors.Jm.!!!. Suites.!. 
~ Fl~te traversiere, ~ Violon, ~ Basse de Viole, ~ 
Violoncel et Basse Continue. 
Form. This quartet is a highly "Frenchified" suite of six 
diversified movements. As in all of his compositions, Telemann re-
lies very heavily on contrapuntal imitation, canonic devices and 
particularly inverted repetitions, rather than on development or the 
introduction of new material. 
16 Rowen,~· cit., p. 170. 
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The first movement resembles a sonata-concerto form with 
the violoncello as a solo instrument pitted against the flute and 
violin. The continuo is added in the tutti sections , with the 
'cello doubling the continuo bass in the opening and closing 
tutti . The second movement, labeled Flatteusement, is a curious 
1! capo form. There are three sections, the second of which is a 
literal repeat of the first written out and with the parts inverted 
in double counterpoint. The third section is a short bridge of six 
measures to lead us back to the beginning. 
..-., 
Flatteusement: 1--- (-.. "lS) -- <-· I:Z 3 ) - ' --;, ~ .J 
p,.,~ ~ i?tc. 
The third movement, Coulant , is a small rondo form in 
concerto grosso style, using the upper three instruments as a !£!! 
group and adding the continuo in the tutti. 
. . " . A "'* , a,_,..; ~,...,, e...,, ...,,_ -T ""' . 
1-A-S-A- C. --A--
-tuft; So li tu:Hi S"li -t.u:fti 
II 
Coulant: 
The 'cello is in unison with the continuo in the tutti passages. 
The fourth movement, marked Gay , seems to be a trio form with 
very regular phrases. There are three sections. The first two are 
complementary eight-measure phrase forms and the third is a very 
long trio without continuo for the three upper instruments. The 
continuo joins in lightly for the last 19 measures. The opening 
16 measures are then repeated. 
Gay: --- "13 -- , 
/.'\ 
~ II=- 8·:11:- 8- :II 
f, .,.., i. f i.,. c.. £ :P (! a. I "'-:i. f ,., e. 
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T e 'cello again follows the continuo bass when it is playing. 
The trio is a kind of development section using fragments of the 
first 16 measure section for expansion There is a key change here 
from B minor to E major, and the key signatures are changed accord-
ingly. 
Th fifth movement, Trista , 1 ana heavily on inversion by. 
double counterpoint at the octave rather than development. The 
main theme is "re-begun" four times The last section is a literal 
repetition of the second with the voices inverted; the same is true 
of the first two sections: . ') t '} (I'JI\f~TfC<I ( t-.,,ey ed 
I A....-.-......- A' ...-----.. I A 
11 
,_ ..... -A,,,~ II Trista: ..._ _, ""' ... .-J t ~ ; [_ -:' 
The last movement, although marked Me uet, resemb es more a 
string of variations which increase in speed. There are ten re-
peated sections of eight measures each which are further grouped 
into five two-section div.isions: 
I • I I 
8 enu; t:, , S '11' .. 8-~11 : -8- :u:-S-:11:-8 ~ :n: ,8- :ff~-8-:JJ:-8- ;II n:- - :n-:- -.11-- -· ;. £ " 7 8 ., 10 
I Z. 3 1 ____.1 _I 
l j. __j L._ :L ___J L---. ..3 ----' L___ 't ,__ 6 
There is no indication of a trio for so o instruments as is usual 
in a minuet; the fifth and sixth sections eature the 'cello as n 
accompanied solo instrument. 
Harmonic rhythm is v ry slow except for the Gay movement 
B minor prevails in all movements; the inner sections emplo re-
lated keys and in general the key schemes make use of broad plateaus 
of contrasting but related keys which correspond to the different 
' . l 
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sections. 
Treatment ~ the Transverse Flute and Relationship of Parts. 
The transverse flute is not treated in any unique way in this quar-
tet. The range is from E' toE''', but this high note occurs only 
once. This is more a case of using the flute for color; it would 
be the natural instrument to employ in a composition of such strong 
French and Rococo influences. 
The solo qualities of the violoncello have already been de-
scribed. This practice creates some interesting textural possibil-
ities. In the first movement the flute and the violin are often 
parallel 'with the flute on the top (as would be the case in a trio). 
There is considerable alternation of 'cello solo passages and 
passages in which the 'cello carries the burden of the melody and 
the two treble instruments accompany. At times all three voices 
move in imitative fashion against a straightforward bass: 
Example 88. Telemann, G.P. Quatuor in ~ minor, first movement. 
' 
-
I, 
I 
-
I 
.. - ."" ..... --~--. .,..-.... ........ •• 
~ 
-.. ~-..- .-... _,_ .. 
-
k. .L 
-
. 
_._ 
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This type of texture plus the "patch-work" movem13nt found in the 
Flatteusement re-occur throughout the suite . In the following ex-
cerpt there are four voices participating, but only two or three 
at the same time, resulting in a very short phrase pattern and a 
"patch-work" quality: 
Example 89. Telemann, G.P. Quatuor ili! minor, second movement. 
\. 
~ ... 
-
r..-. ..... 
-. j 
\JI' 
"' 
.._ 
~ 
"" ...... - .... _~ , 
' 
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-
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-
' 
' 
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II. Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767) 
Quatuor, D-moll, fur Flauto dolce ~ Fagotto o Violoncello, 
£ Flauti traversi, Violoncello _ Fondamento , from the 
Tafelmusik, Seconde Production . 
This quartet is unique in its juxtaposition of the recorder 
and the transverse flute, as well as in the sense of formal unity 
which pervades it and its highly complex counterpoint The upper-
most part can be played by the recorder, bassoon or violoncello, 
making the whole quartet a masterpiece of double counterpointe 
Form . A highly erudite composition, sophisticated in form 
and highly dependent on contrapuntal devices, primarily double 
counterpoint at the octave and canonic imitation, this quartet is 
surely one of Telemann's finest pieces of chamber music. The first 
movement has less formal unity than the remaining movements. It 
consists of a fugal entry of the three upper voices (8 measures), 
a second fugal entry with theme and voice order inverted, a deriva-
tive middle section and a literal recapitulation written out and 
extended into a short ending section: . 
d~ 0....._;_ d--., 
I C (1\) .- EA') ................ ,(A} -- ...... II 1:1.~ . ovement 1: \' 
f__ 1" 
The second movement without doubt is modeled along the lines 
of a petite concerto grosso with the upper part (recorder) as the 
solo instrument supported by the continuo The two inner trans-
verse flute parts always play together, serving as a tutti or 
ripieno section. The first 25 measures are taken up with the pre-
sentation of three thematic ideas in the two transverse flute 
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parts, supported by the continuo, which nowhere enters into the 
thematic play. The rest of the movement consists of alternating 
tutti-solo sections. The tutti passages use one of the three the-
matic "germ ideas" while the solo part presents a florid commentary 
or introduces new materiale Twenty-five measures from the end 
there is a pause on a dominant seventh chord after which the solo 
part introduces a cadenza-like passage very high in register, 
accompanied lightly by the continuo. After this the recorder is 
silent while the two transverse flutes and continuo conclude with 
a short coda. 
The third movement is in the dominant minor key, A minor, 
and employs a dotted triplet Siciliano rhythm. This is essentially 
a two-section form, the second of which has the flavor of a varia-
tion of the firsts There are two pauses which mark off important 
structural divisions. The first ends the opening section which 
consists of two halves and the second marks the end of the second 
section after which we find a literal recapitulation of this same 
second section with the parts inverted in double counterpoint. A 
diagram will make this and other features more vivid: 
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The final movement is a da capo form. There are two broad 
sections which break down into halves of three and two parts each. 
The opening part has a rather thin homophonic texture and ends on 
a pause in measure 14. The second part is more fugal, with solo 
entries and inversions. The third part is basically a re-working 
of the first using a kind of parody technique Some sections are 
literal in some parts and inverted in others. For the second half 
the key is changed to D major. This is new material which is con-
trapuntallly inverted and transposed 16 measures from the da capo 
sign No fine indication is present, but it is clear that the 
first section is repeated down to the pause: 
t<e:;, ~a. .. .,.,e (\lo...T.. ) 
, 1-- e.' fl ])l?.. 
Movement 4: {A)- ~(:B)- A --:- If C - . ]) 
J -..wi f•.,c... 4. ..... , J) .,.~. ,.,..,, ~J; 
Harmonic rhythm is moderate and moves at the rate of the 
quarter note. The key is D minor except for the A minor of the 
third movement, and the middle sections are in related keys. The 
various broad sections tend to remain in one key with secondary 
modulation and return. The continuo bass is used throughout as a 
supporting element. The texture, although highly contrapuntal, is 
indicative of a more homophonic-chordal technique. The voices are 
not as independent as in a composition by Johann Sebastian Bach, 
for example .. 
Treatment £i ~ Recorder ~ Transverse Flutes . The flauto 
dolce is the soloist almost throughout this quartet, with the two 
transverse flutes used as a contrasting unit to the upper voice. 
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For the most part these two transverse flutes play together, em-
ploying the usual devices found between any two melodic voices. 
In all except the second movement, there are as well passages in 
which all three treble voices are participating equally and em-
' 
ploying these techniques, as the following excerpt from the Largo 
demonstrates: 
Example 90. Telemann, G.P. 
!\ • ~ ... ~ ~ ~:!= 
I 
1\ •• 
.-
-
I 
~ .... ~ ... ..-~ 
I 
Quatuor, D-moll, from the Tafelmusik, 
third movement • 
.... -: -#-;: _ _. 
-
I 
,....., 
..... ......... , .. . . 
-
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Ranges for all three treble instrument are quite wide. The recor-
der part covers the area from A' toG''', and most of its work lies 
between E'' and E'''. The range covered in the transverse flute 
parts is from D' toG''', the entire range possible of the 18th 
century instrument; however, the tessitura of these parts is the 
customary one from B' to D'''• There is some crossing of parts 
between the upper three voices, but for the most part the recorder 
is the highest voice, the second transverse flute the lowest, with 
the first transverse flute in the middle. 
The Vivace, as previously mentioned, is a concerto grosso 
for the'recorder. This movement is a real~~ force for this 
instrument, employing extremes of range, all manner of intervals a 
and "note-patterns," and every device of virtuostic playing. It 
stands as the prime refutation of statements that the recorder was 
the technical inferior of the transverse flute. Such passages as 
the following could not have been performed on an "inferior" instru-
Example 91a. Telemann, G.P. Quatuor, D-moll, from the Tafelmusik, 
second movement. 
Example 91b. Telemann, G.P. Quatuor, D-moll, from the 
Tafelmusik, second movement. 
III. Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach {1732-1795) 
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Sonate, D-dur, fur Querflote, Violine, Viola und Basso 
· Continuo, from "Sei Quartetti ~ Flauto traverso, Violino, 
Viola e Basso," c. 1759-1777. 
' This quartet is another step toward the "flute quartet" which 
was to become so popular in the latter part of the century. A real-
ization of the continuo in this work is almost unnecessary, making 
it possible for the bass to be played by a 'cello alone, as in the 
second movement. 
~· This sonata resembles a short sonatina form of two 
movements. The first movement is 218 measures long and consists of 
two repeated sections corresponding to a repeated exposition and 
repeated development and recapitulation respectively: 
II: A- B -:11: (de-r.)- A- B -:11 
])~j 
, 
.... 
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The second movement is a rather well-planned minuet. The opening 
section consists of two repeated halves of two and three phrases 
respectively, while the trio employs the upper three voices and 
the continuo violoncello as four solo instruments without the 
harpsichord 
Harmonic rhythm and modulation are rapid and resemble the 
elder Bach in this respect. The key is D major at each end and at 
important section divisions. There are no "plateaus" of contrasting 
keys, but rather a continuous chromatic winding in and out of re-
lated keys so characteristic of Johann Sebastian, yet placed in a 
more homophonic, less contrapuntal setting and slowed down somewhat. 
Treatment of !h! Transverse Flute. Despite the comparative-
ly late date of this work (in the 1760's), the range employed is 
still the customary Baroque one of B' to D'''. For the most part 
the flute is the solo instrument, staying on top with regard to 
pitch and having most of the melodic line. The flute and violin 
are generally either moving in parallel motion or in two distinct 
lines. Quite frequently the violin and viola are parallel under a 
melodic line carried by the flute . The following excerpt from the 
Allegretto demonstrates the style of the upper voices: 
Example 92 . Bach, J.C.F. Quartet, D-dur, first movement. 
(Please see following page) 
Example 92. Bach, J .c .F. 
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IV. Ernst Eichner (1740-1777) 
Flotenquartett, D-d~r. Op.4, no.4. 
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This flute quartet, for transverse flute, violin, viola and 
violoncello, written about 1771, represents the close of the period 
under discussion in this paper, and is an example of the final step 
preceding the establishment of the string quartet. This setting, 
which is presented as a comparison with the earlier works, was to 
become a standard one during the 1770's, and it was particularly 
popular with the Mannheim composers. 
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~· The formal plan, as might be expected, is indicative 
of later, more classical forms. There are two movements, the first 
of which is a close relative of the Classical sonata-form, and the 
second a second rondo form. The quartet opens with a firm unison 
in D major which, although brief, is effective. The first theme is 
in the tonic, the second in the dominant, A major. There are no 
bridge passages in this short repeated exposition of 45 measures 
(the introduction is repeated also). After the double bar there 
follows a rudimentary development section, harmonically and rhyth-
mically restless. A syncopated accompaniment is of interest here: 
~ ~:J. 1 't( J. ;. 't 
'f _,r r r r'-!--r r r r~ 
After this there is a recapitulation of both themes in the tonic 
key. The whole of the second half is repeated as was the "expo-
sition." 
The second movement is a six-section second rondo form. 
The main or "A" theme consists of two 4-measure complementary 
phrases of a folk-tune simplicity, that are reminiscent of the 
variation used in the final movement of Mozart's Clarinet Quintet, 
K. 581. This is repeated and we move to the next theme, "B", 
which, after a short extended cadence, leads us back to the "A" 
theme. This section is repeated, and we come to the next: 
• 
' :t 11:~:n: L " :11 A -I Co4CL. IC 
A :B A 
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The fourth and fifth sections make up the "D" section, both halves 
of which are repeated. After another adagio cadence we are led 
back to the "A" theme once more and the movement is brought to a 
close by a brief coda . Each contrasting section is in a different 
but related key; the long "D" section is in the dominant . 
The harmony of this composition is rather static. Repeated 
note figures stretch out the harmony in the first movement, and an 
"Alberti ' bass figure is used in the viola in the second Eichner s 
key schemes are laid out in broad sections of tonic-dominant rela-
tions. The cadences are the highly stylized and affected three 8th-
note endings of the Rococo: 
Example 93 . Eichner, E. Flotenguartett, D-dur, stylized cadence . 
~~ n.. = 
I 
..... ~ 
The texture is "orchestral" in a homophonic sense , and rather 
"Mozartian." It is dominated by parallel motion and stylized 
accompaniment figures. 
Treatment of ~ Transverse Flute . The highly virtuostic 
style of the quartets of the later Mannheimers is only hinted at 
here . Although theE''' is used only frequently, the full two oc-
taves from D' to D''' are fr ely employed in the first movement; 
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in the second movement the older range of the second octave is 
used primarily. The transverse flute part is almost entirely 
melodic, with the other voices providing an accompaniment as in 
the following example: 
Example 94. Eichner, E. Flotenguartett, D-dur, second movement. 
, 
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CONCLUSION 
As a consequence of the investigation undertaken during 
the preparation of this thesis, we are now prepared to offer the 
following conclusions by way of summation. 
Although the transverse flute and the recorder were both 
used during the first half of the century, and many compositions 
indicated that either instrument could be used, certain physical 
characteristics rendered some compositions more suitable for one 
than for the other. In general, music in the keys of F and Bb 
major, or their relative minors, were best suited for the recorder 
(its natural scale being F), and compositions in G or D major, or 
rela t ive minors, showed the transverse flute to its best advantage. 
Range was also a consideration. Music above D''' was more 
agreeable to the tessitura of the recorder , since this instrument 
was capable of extending its range to F' ' ' and G'' ' e On the other 
hand, the low F' and G' were weak. The transverse flute, however, 
possessed a lovely mournful quality from B' to D' which was uti-
lized by some composers, notable Johann Sebastian and his son, 
Karl Philipp Emanuel. 
Key signatures of more than four flats or sharps were ex-
tremely rare, thereby complying with contemporary theorists• warn-
ings against " extreme keys." While it may be pointed out that 
music of this period avoided an excess of flats and sharps in 
general, we feel that there was a definite trend present to avoid 
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these keys especially when writing for the transverse flute and 
the recorder, because of their rarity when compared with other 
groups of compositions from this period. The cautious observation 
should be made that the tone quality of the transverse flute suf-
fered more from fork-fingerings necessitated by these extreme keys 
and that all other considerations being equal, the recorder could 
perhapa manage them with more grace than could the transverse flute. 
However, in their respective best keys , the recorder and the trans-
verse flute of this period were about equal in pure technical abil-
ity8 Ruth Rowen1 stated that the range of leaps was limited on the 
recorder and that passage work in certain keys was rather awkward 
to execute ~ Basing our findings on the Quatuor jn ~ minor from the 
Seconde Production of the Tafelmusik by Georg Philipp Telemann, and 
on some of his recorder sonatas , we conclude that the recorder, to 
the contrary, was as facile as the t ransverse flute , at least in 
the keys of F and Bb major . 
Melodies written for both transverse flute and recorder were 
similar , and ~xcept for certain considerations of key and range 
were indistinguishable in the majority of cases . With the excep-
tion of the two Bachs, Johann Sebastian and Karl Philipp Emanuel, 
the most common types of melodic contour were the chord outline and 
the scale passage. These melodic lines were highly ornamented in 
the slow movements , and the fast movement s were characterized by 
1 Rowen , ~8 cit . , p. 65 . 
the use of numerous violinistic techniques referred to in this 
study as "note-patternse" 
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It is hoped that this study has made more obvious the rea-
sons for the rise of the transverse flute and subsequent decline 
of the recorder. The ability of the flutist to color his playing 
and to control his dynamic range was directly responsible for the 
transverse flute's popularity in keeping with this period's pre-
occupation with more expressive sensitivity in the melodic line. 
On the other hand, it was this same expressive quality that per-
haps led to the musical decline in the transverse flute music of 
the French Rococo, which siezed upon the instrument's virtuostic 
qualities to embroider tasteless themes. Because of the recorder's 
"built-in" embouchure the player of that instrument was unable to 
produce sufficiently contrasted dynamic levels and tone colors. A 
similar occurrence took place when the old "capped" shawms dropped 
from use at an earlier date. 
In music written specifically for the transverse flute a 
more melodic style resulted, demonstrated by the sonatas of K.P.E. 
Bach, which provided opportunities for exploitation of the trans-
verse flute's beautiful tone and virtuostic abilities. However, 
Johann Joachim Quantz, who was closely associated with the rise of 
the transverse flute, did not treat this instrument any more idio-
matically in his chamber music than did Telemann, and continued to 
include optional instrumentation in his titlese It was in the 
former's concerti that we find a virtuostic treatment of the trans-
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verse flute more befitting such a master of that instrument. 
Music for the transverse flute and the recorder was indeed 
representative of a cross-section of chamber music of this period, 
and by examination of the same, we hope to have provided some 
further insight into this music. As to form, there were seven 
formal types in the chamber compositions examined in Chapter IV 
(1) The form we have chosen to call the "repeated bar form" 
appeared in nearly every composition . It was used for every move-
ment except the first and seemed to have become increasingly more 
popular towards the end of the period. There were two types. The 
first and earlier type employed a re-beginning and re-workin of 
the main motif at the beginning of the second half and was usually 
in the dominant. Sometimes a further allusion to the main motif 
occurred near the end which served as a "built-in" recapitulation 
and would seem to account for the greater length of this repeated 
half: 
The second type of repeated bar form used a variation of the first 
half as a closing section with the appropriate key schemee 
(2) The slow, short through-composed form appeared most 
frequently at the beginning and as a contrasting movement in the 
middle. It characteristically did not repeat any of its sections 
although a slight quasi~recapitulation might appear near the end. 
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This form was most often used as an introd ct on or bridge to the 
other moveme ts and sometimes used a mixolydian cadence on V of 
the k to give it direction. I appeared less and less fre uent-
ly toward the last quarter of th centur • 
(3) Ground basses appeared infrequently and mostly in older, 
more pol phonically-ori nted co positions When used they were 
very loose, free and modulatory 
(4) The fugue-invention also was the product of an older 
tradition and gradually disappeared. 
(5) ~ capo movements, on the other hand, became more and 
more popular and their complexities increased. The popularity of 
the minuet contributed much towards their use. 
(6) Sonata or sonata-like forms began to appear late in the 
period under discussion. Two main themes were recognizable and 
there was a short development section and recapitulation. The key 
scheme was compatible with the sonata form. Both the exposition 
and the development-recapitulation were repeated 
(7) Rondo or rondo-variation forms were likewise late 
arrivals. hey were usual y second rondo forms, sometimes con-
ceived as a variation or concerto grosso form: 
( \lcl..~) (VA"1',) 
U; A -;II~ .:8- :II~ A -;If: e. ---:---:II~ A ~;If 
T"'tti Soli TIL1t; Sol• Tu-H, 
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Harmonic rhythm, as might be expected, progressed from the 
fast changes of harmony and harmonic-contrapuntal complications of 
the Baroque to the slower, more chordal-root movement of the Rococo 
and early Classical school. Modulation and key schemes also broad-
ened out on the same basis, with wide plateaus of the same key tak-
ing precedence over the restless key wanderings of the earlier com-
posers. Little by little the violoncello was pried loose from the 
keyboard and set free, as the clavier part was dropped altogether. 
This transition was perhaps most clear in the Quartet in B minor 
from the Nouveaux Quatuors ~ Six Suites of Telemann. 
In the foregoing study we have demonstrated the ways in 
which the transverse flute and recorder both contributed to and 
gained from the musical developments of the period 1700 to 1770. 
It is hoped that such an examination will be of value not only to 
the transverse flute and recorder player, but also to the scholar 
of this highly transitional era of music history. 
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PLATE I 
The Baroque Recorder 
·' 
Hotteterre, Jacques. Principes de la flQte traversi~r~ QY flQte 
d1 allemagne, ~ ~.flftte-a-bec, ~ flftte douce, ~t ~hautbois. 
Kassel: Barenreiter. (Facsimile of the original) P• 34. 
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PLATE II 
Fingering Chart for the Baroque Recorder 
Hotteterre, Jacques. Principes ~ la flute traversiere ~ fl~te 
d ' allemagne, de la flftte-A-bec, ou flftte douce, et du hautbois. 
Kassel: Barenreiter. (Facsimile of the original) 
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PLATE III 
18th Century One-Keyed Transverse F~ute 
~ .,t \t. ,. ... tl\~ f\,~ 
3"' ~ • .,.-MJ ~t~t ~--~ ~ '-\ ~. 
Bessaraboff, Nicholas. Ancient European Musical Instruments. P• 49. 
PLATE IV 
Hotteterre's Transverse Flute 
Fitzgibbon, H. Macaulay The Story S[ the Flute$ p. 31 
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PLATE V 
Hotteterre•s Fingering Chart for the Transverse Flute 
Hotteterre, Jacques. Principes ~ ~ flute traversiere ~ flute 
d1 allemagpe, ~ 1& flute-a-bee,~ flute douce, et du hautbois. 
Kassel: Barenreiter. (Facsimile of t e original) 
PLATE VI 
J.J. Quantz's Transverse Flute 
Made by F. Boie, 1724 
0 
c 
0 
c 
() 
0 
... ~ . 
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Rockstro, Richard s. A Treatise £a~ Construction, ~History, 
~ the Practice of ~ Flute. p. 228. 
PLATE VII 
J.J. Quantz ' s Fingerings for the Transverse Flute 
Transcribed from the Original Table with Arrangement Altered 
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Rockstro, Richard S. ! Treatise .Q!! the Construction, lli History, 
~ the Practice£[ the Flute. p. 233. 
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